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This Maiden Issue of Savāda is a Festschrift dedicated to the fond
memory of the late Fr. Michael Rodrigo, OMI, a pioneer in
Buddhist-Christian Dialogue in Sri Lanka whose 25th anniversary
of death falls on 10 November, 2012.
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Editorial
Savāda is the name of this periodical. Why did we choose this
name? It is a Sanskrit word, the derivatives of which are found in
Sanskrit-related languages of the Indian subcontinent which the
majority of its people speak. First of all, in choosing this name we
wanted to be deeply incarnated in the cultural context of the Indian
subcontinent. There are a number of Indian periodicals which have
Sanskrit or Dravidian names. Secondly, it is in keeping with the
content of this periodical which is the Comparative Study of Religions.
Let us go into the etymology of the word savāda. It is made up of the
Sanskrit prefix sa and the noun vāda. According to the Cologne
Sanskrit-English online dictionary sa means “with, together with,
connected with, along with, altogether, conjunction, union,
thoroughness, intensity, completeness, join together, or place
together.” Similarly, vāda means “speaking of / about, speech,
discourse, talk, utterance, advice, counsel, thesis, proposition,
argument, doctrine, discussion, controversy, dispute, contest, quarrel,
agreement, demonstrated conclusion, result, explanation, exposition of
holy texts” and “report.” So savāda means a number of things such
as: “speaking together, conversation, colloquy with, assent,
concurrence, agreement, conformity, similarity, being connected with,
together with, along with, altogether, conjunction, union,
thoroughness, intensity, completeness, join together” and “place
together.” In the context of our periodical savāda amounts to a
conversation or discussion with other religions through the medium of
the written word. That is the objective of this periodical. A
conversation or a discussion is not meaningless argumentation or
arrogant rejoinders (Skt. Jalpa). Nor is it a destructive argumentation
(Skt. vāda) or idle criticism for the sake of criticism (Skt. Vidada). In
the conversation or discussion we hope to promote there is a genuine
desire to ascertain the validity or invalidity of the other person’s point
of view which may sometimes lead to certain consensus or mutual
tolerance of differences with deep respect.
____________________________________
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This periodical promotes the comparative study of religion which
as a discipline has a history of a little over a hundred years. In
reference to it A. C. Bouquet in his Comparative Religion (1961) says
that it is “a survey and comparison of the great religions of the world.”
That presupposes a strictly scientific approach. This field of study has
several challenges. Firstly, the very contents of some religions seem to
be diametrically opposed to some of the positions of certain other
religions. Secondly, if one is over-enthusiastic, that could make one
become obsessed with parallelomania and make absurd and far-fetched
connections between religions. On the other hand, one could also
magnify even the minute differences so that no comparison would be
deemed possible. Hence, such extremes are to be avoided. One has to
be free from bias towards other religions as well as one’s own
triumphalistic superiorities. The comparative study of religion is not a
judgment seat on which we sit and condemn others unwarrantedly
because they are different from us. Our comparisons need to be honest
and never depreciations of other religions. We must not forget that the
purpose of this exercise is knowledge-seeking without bias and
prejudices so that interreligious harmony is promoted. Such a student
must have a certain religious-sensitivity and openness rather than
dogmatic positions. The scientific approach one takes also leads one
to be evaluative and critical, which can be the most vulnerable area in
this exercise. A lot of that will depend on right judgment, deep respect
for others and noble attitudes of the mind in the one entering dialogue.
This periodical is a publication edited in the name of Suba Seth
Gedara, the centre for Christian-Buddhist dialogue at Buttala, LK. The
name and content of this periodical have been deeply influenced by the
life and work of the late Fr. Michael Paul Rodrigo, OMI, to whose
precious memory this maiden issue of Savāda is dedicated in the
form of a Festschift. Born at Dehiwala, LK on 30 June, 1927, he
became a priest of the congregation of the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate on 04 July, 1954. After his ecclesiastical studies in Rome
which earned him a Ph.D. in theology, he was assigned to teach at the
Sri Lanka National Seminary at Ampitiya, LK. During the
reorganization of the administration and the academic staff in 1971 Fr.
Rodrigo went to Paris for his second doctorate in interreligious studies.
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Upon the successful completion of his studies, Bishop Leo
Nānāyakkāra, OSB, of the Diocese of Kandy began a contextual model
of formation for ministries at Sevaka Sevana School of Ministries at
Bandārawela, LK, and he appointed Fr. Rodrigo to be the person in
charge of the same in 1975. The estate and rural populace of the Uva
Province provided an ideal context for this work. With the untimely
demise of Bishop Nānāyakkāra, Fr. Mike felt that God was calling him
elsewhere. The people of Lower Uva in Sri Lanka had been living with
legitimate pride, dignity and independence from ancient times up to
the British Period. Being unable to bear up with oppression, they
revolted against the alien British government in 1848 in search of their
freedom. Anti-colonial feelings are very much in their blood. With
independence from colonialism in 1948, the Lower Uva got neglected,
while the people eked out their existence through their traditional
agriculture-based economy. Poverty, social backwardness and
marginalization were in the forefront. Religion-wise, the population of
Lower Uva is almost exclusively Buddhist. Christians are a small
scattered minority. In June 1980, Suba Seth Gedara, the Centre for
Interreligious Dialogue at Alukalavita, Buttala, in the Uva Province of
Sri Lanka was started by Fr. Mike, supported with the active presence
of two Salvatorian nuns, Sr. Milberga Fernando and Sr. Benedict
Fernandopulle, and some lay women and men. Its vision was to create
a sustainable interreligious community that esteemed and promoted
humanity as its focal point, based on the Kingdom values. Its mission
consisted of organizing the village community with a strategic plan in
developing self-sustainability in all spheres of life through religious
harmony, educational empowerment, training in leadership qualities
and information technology skills. In his own little way of total
dedication for the cause of the people, Fr. Mike wanted to compensate
for the damage which the Christian colonialists had done to their
ancestors. Overcoming the initial suspicion and hostility of the local
Buddhist circles, Fr. Mike’s knowledge of philosophy, particularly of
Buddhism, and Christian theology as well as his vigourous human
qualities helped him enter into a lively dialogue with the Buddhists in
the area. He preached the gospel to the Buddhists with their own
vocabulary and traditions. More than the words, his deeds were
eloquent testimonies full of credibility and depth. He wanted to make
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them better Buddhists. At this stage Fr. Rodrigo became increasingly
aware of the problem of land in the Buttala-Wellawāya area where
multi-national companies were buying land for their sugarcane
plantations. His was a lonely prophetic voice crying out to save land
from those multinationals. He conscientized the people of Lower Uva
against such exploitation and injustice. Naturally, this created a
handful of powerful enemies who were not at ease with his presence
among the peasantry. This oppressed folk of the region saw in the
southern insurrection led by the JVP (Janathā Vimukthi Peramua,
“People’s Liberation Front”—now a registered political party in LK)
in the late 1980’s a movement for greater justice, and their youths
were heavily involved in the same. Fr. Rodrigo advocated a nonviolent struggle for people’s integral liberation. At that time the
oppressed youth of Buttala began to flock around Fr. Rodrigo who was
sympathetic towards their plight. Fr. Mike was not a Marxist. But he
understood the problems of the youth, though he did not share in their
response and strategies. He was warned again and again by the
security personnel to quit the place, but he didn’t. He said, “When the
opportunity comes, we must be prepared to die for the people.” During
the height of the armed insurrection of the southern youth, on 10
November, 1987 while celebrating the Eucharist, he was shot dead by
an unidentified gunman. His mission is being continued by his fellow
Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate now in spite of various drawbacks that came after his death.
The articles in this issue of Savāda are organized under two
main categories; namely, experiential and academic. We shall present
three articles in each category. The first has to do with the firsthand
experience of someone who lived with Fr. Mike until his death. Sr.
Milberga Fernando, who witnessed his assassination, describes his
person, charism and work from various angles so that the reader can
get a comprehensive picture of him. The second experience is that
related to the late Francis Āchārya, a Trappist of Belgian origin who
adapted Christian monasticism to the context of Kerala, India. In the
monastic community he established at Kurisumala in the foothills of
the Kerala Western Ghats Range, he blended the triple traditions of
Benedictine–Trappist monasticism, the Antiochian liturgical worship
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and the Indian threefold path (yoga-thraya) of wisdom (jnāa), love
(bhakti) and service (karma) into a beautiful harmony. People of
different faiths go there seeking communion with the Absolute through
contemplation, prayer and study of the word. The third experience is
again from Sri Lanka. Even after three years have elapsed after the
war in Sri Lanka, the problem of the internally displaced people has
not been fully solved. Anton Gracian shares some of his findings
gathered during his visits to the internally displaced people in the north
of Sri Lanka.
From an academic perspective the present issue offers three
articles related to three specific areas of comparative religion. Leopold
Ratnasekara stresses that the question of the ethical teachings in
religions offer a common platform not only for an intellectual debate
but also for practical action. He examines the ethical codes of
Christianity (particularly, Thomistic) and of Early Buddhism, their
basic ethical concepts and the nature of their obligations. In Buddhism
and Christianity great emphasis is placed on good ethical behavior
based on the dignity of man, submission to the dictates of reason,
being guided by the light of moral conscience and working for the
common good and social upliftment. At the same time, they contain a
spirituality pointing to a transcendental human destiny (nibbāna, union
with God) beyond this ephemeral phenomenal world. These become
two excellent pedagogies towards social reform in our society for a
much-needed moral regeneration and renewal.
Hero Badlani affirms that when it comes to true values of life,
there is homogeneity and essential unity in all religions. In the ancient
search for God, the supreme power was visualized in different forms in
different localities. During the Aryan Vedic period in India, nature was
deified and worshipped. The Creation Hymn in the Rig Veda points to
the formless, transcendental principle of pure consciousness. Today it
has become a key idea in philosophical discussions on religion and
God. As the ancient common man was not yet ready to understand the
abstract concept of God so easily, Hindu seers proposed the idea of the
Trinity of Gods, the Trimurti, each of which was given a human face.
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The present-day unequal distribution of land has its origin in the
colonial times. History testifies to the fact that the Christian Churches
also supported such moves. Global justice demands an equitable
redistribution of land which remains far from being a reality. It is
imperative that the religions make their voices heard on this issue lest
we perform empty rituals. Tissa Balasuriya in his article says that one
of the reasons that led Fr. Mike to choose the rural sector for his work
would have been an interreligious one; namely, the presence of
landless poor who were struggling to survive. He says that Fr.
Rodrigo was constantly insisting that the link that ought to be there
between liturgy and real life should never be severed.
It is our earnest wish that our maiden effort in the name of the late
Fr. Michael Rodrigo, OMI, may bear abundant fruit in the time to
come attracting many women and men and women desirous of seeking
the truth about ultimate realities in the universe to come together in
sincere dialogue and solid convictions, so that one day we might move
away from our dogmatic slumbers and awaken ourselves to that
glorious truth which is one that can be discovered only by those pure
hearts and keenly seeking minds. Your viewpoints, constructive
criticisms and articles for publication in the future issues will be most
appreciated.
Claude Perera, OMI

A Message From
Right Rev. Dr. Winston Fernando, S.S.S.,
Bishop of Badulla, Sri Lanka
I am glad that Fr. Michael Rodrigo, O.M.I., is to be specially
remembered with a Festschrift this year—the twenty fifth year after his
assassination. I have a very vivid memory of dear Fr. Mike as he was
one of the teachers of my batch of students in the National Seminary
since 1964. He taught us Epistemology, Metaphysics, Liturgy and
Buddhism. He was a good teacher who came well prepared for his
classes. He not only gave us clear lessons in the subject he taught, but
also very willingly answered our questions and clarified the points
which we sometimes raised as ‘objections.’ He took some satisfaction
in this exercise because it was an opportunity for him to clearly expose
his thoughts. He was quick-witted and his sense of humour made his
classes interesting. Being a teacher of liturgy and liturgist at the
National Seminary, Ampitiya, Fr. Mike spearheaded the liturgical
renewal in Sri Lanka following the Second Vatican Council. He had a
permanent liturgical Exhibition at the Seminary and published a
“Liturgical Lifeline” Bulletin for the benefit of the Clergy and
Religious in the island.
He was also always available to students who wished to consult
him on various matters connected to their academic studies or to
personal and spiritual matters about which students went to him for
guidance and advice. His interest in the seminary students was not
confined to academic aspects only. He joined us on hikes and for
mountain climbing and these were occasions we looked forward to as
students because they were so relaxing and enjoyable while the many
and varied informal and friendly discussions we had on the way also
opened our minds to the multi-faceted splendorous world we live in.
When Fr. Mike’s tenure as a resident professor at the National
Seminary came to an end and he became a visiting lecturer, he moved
his main apostolate to the newly carved Diocese of Badulla under the
direction of Bishop Leo Nānāyakkāra, O.S.B., of revered memory.
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With his closer association with Bishop Leo there came to Fr. Mike’s
life an orientation towards new horizons of peace and justice along
with the social doctrine of the Church and the directions of the Second
Vatican Council that were also very close to the missionary heart of
Bishop Leo.
The once prim and proper professor of the groves of academe at
Ampitiya, wishing to incarnate himself in the ambience of Uva
peasantry, adopted the traditional simplicity and poverty of the villager
and pioneered a dialogue of life with the people of Alukalavita,
Buttala. Being a highly versatile scholar of Buddhism he faced the
challenges of this pioneering dialogue not only to obtain justice for the
peasants of Buttala in particular and of Uva in general, but also to
plant healthy seeds of inter-religious dialogue in the Province of Uva
and in Sri Lanka.
This new venture became a challenge not only to Fr. Mike but
also to some of the religious authorities of that locality at that time and
even to some political personages who were too closed in on
themselves as to be hesitant to look with an open and unprejudiced
mind on a learned professor who had descended into their midst.
However, patience, friendliness, work for peoples’ welfare and
goodwill helped Fr. Mike, who never hid the fact that he was a
Catholic priest who out of sheer conviction had a feeling—a kekkuma
as he used to say—for the exploited peasants of Uva. And by his
study and research he showed that the peasants and the poor are
getting exploited under the new economic dispensation. Evidently,
some did not welcome the enlightenment that the peasants were to be
getting.
Even when the climate had turned dangerous and some advised
Fr. Michael to withdraw from the scene at least for a while, after
deliberation and prayer he decided to stay with the people in whose
midst he had lived and served as nothing more and nothing less than
their brother. And some misguided and suspicious elements took upon
themselves to assassinate him, thinking perhaps that his death would
end all the problems that called for solution—problems the people
were faced with. Fr. Michael, who wished to live a down to earth
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‘dialogue of life’ and experience at first hand in their totality the
problems of the peasants and with them think out solutions to their
problems, wanted to contribute to a real social transformation in Uva.
His was not a sentimental love or a fake love with a hidden vested
interest. His was a genuine love decisively chosen like Christ’s own
love for the poor people, and this learned but simple priest whose heart
is buried in Alukalavita is still remembered by a grateful people who
come together to collectively recall his memory annually.
It is for us and for the rest of the people in Uva and Sri Lanka to
assess why Fr. Michael had to die to bring to the surface the problems
of the poor peasants and someone’s manner of solving them. In any
case the sooner we realize the better, that pre-meditated killing, or any
killing for that matter, does not solve any problem, it only prolongs the
festering of it. Problems have to be faced like mature people and
solved through the use of intelligence and goodwill that human beings
are endowed with. They never can be solved through violence by
anyone at any time.
May the greatly respected and venerated memory of Fr. Michael
keep alive the thirst for justice, peace and brotherhood among all
people of goodwill and firmly establish the belief that peace which is
the fruit of justice and fraternity can be achieved in our time if only we
are truthful and sincere and are committed to pursue it.
+ J. Winston S. Fernando, S.S.S.
Bishop of Badulla

A Message from
Ven. Prof. Kollupitiye Mahinda
Sangharakkhita Nāyaka Therō,
Sri Lankan Buddhist Prelate
It is with much humility that I send this message for the
publication of the Festschrift to mark the martyrdom of the late Rev.
Fr. Michael Rodrigo. His was a life snuffed out in the chaotic and
turbulent days of insurgency in the mid 1980’s.
The Ten Commandments of the Old Testament, the Beatitudes of
Jesus Christ, and the similes and imagery of his teachings in the New
Testament reveal how one part of the Buddha’s teachings and the
words of Christ overlap in a resonant harmony. I would make especial
reference to the Beatitudes which are also the essence of the Buddhist
spirit and universal religion. One of the main directions of Christ was
going against the scribes and Pharisees who only mouthed religion.
And did not the Buddha teach similarly in these words, “Though much
he recites the Sacred Texts, but acts not accordingly, that heedless man
is like a cowherd who counts others’ kine. He has no share in the fruits
of the Holy life” (Dhammapada, Yamaka Vagga 1–20)? I will not
stretch the point further to exemplify how the two traditions echo one
another.
As the invitation to me reveals, the late Rev. Fr. Michael Rodrigo
did not want to change anybody’s religion and baptize but to motivate
people to seek Truth and do good. This approach is to be admired. We
all have to respect each other’s faith. But our responsibility is to show
the correct epistemological standpoint to the people as Fr. Rodrigo did,
and direct them to do good and partake of action for the welfare of
others. I see this Festschrift as a journal embodying the above
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philosophy and spirit. Through the spread of the message and effort of
the Festschrift it is my expectation that peace and harmonious
coexistence will be furthered in our country.
Ven. Prof. Kollupitiye Mahinda Sangharakkhita Nāyaka Therō
Chief Incumbent of Kelaniya Rajamahā Vihāra, Sri Lanka
Professor, Department of Pāli and Buddhist studies,
University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka

A Message from Very Rev. Fr. Louis
Lougen, O.M I., Superior General,
Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate
Rome, Italy
18th May 2012
Rev. Father Claude Perera, O.M.I.
Suba Seth Gedara
Oblate Centre for Interreligious Dialogue
Buttala
Sri Lanka
Dear Father Perera,
Blessings upon your ministry of interreligious dialogue! As you
prepare the celebrations of the 25th anniversary of the death of Rev. Fr.
Michael Rodrigo, O.M.I., I commend you for persevering in the spirit
for which he gave his life. The values for which Fr. Rodrigo lived and
died continue to guide and inspire you in building a world of peace
and mutual respect. The Oblate Centre for Interreligious Dialogue is
furthering God’s mission to which Fr. Rodrigo was committed and I
understand that it is for this same purpose that initial explorations to
found a school of Comparative Religions are being made. I would like
to commend you for choosing to dedicate the first issue of the new
Journal to Fr. Rodrigo’s beloved memory.
“When the time comes we should be ready to die for our people.” As I
have come to hear Fr. Rodrigo’s story, these were among his last
words, just prior to being gunned down on 10th November 1987 by an
unknown assailant while Father was celebrating the Eucharist.
Throughout his life and in his death, he witnessed to Jesus and the
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values of the Kingdom of God. The 2010 General Chapter of the
Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate expressed a call to
conversion that Fr. Rodrigo lived so prophetically: “That Oblates be
open to and involved in inter-denominational and inter-religious
dialogue, particularly in terms of positively working with other
religions to build God’s Kingdom. (Acts of the 35 th General Chapter –
2010 – CONVERSION, p. 25).
Allow me to congratulate you, not only for honoring Fr. Rodrigo on
the anniversary of his death, but above all for your renewed efforts to
continue his ministry initiated at Suba Seth Gedara. I pray that your
work and that of all those who collaborate together in interreligious
dialogue may strengthen the understanding, the respect and capacity
for conversation for which Fr. Rodrigo gave his life.
My prayerful wished accompany you and all those who collaborate
with you as you continue to renew your commitment for the cause of
bringing people together by way of ‘dialogue.’
Sincerely in Jesus Christ and Mary Immaculate,

Rev. Fr. Louis Lougen, O.M.I.
Superior General

A Message from
Very Rev. Fr. Rohan Silva, OMI, Provincial
of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate,
Colombo Province, Sri Lanka
I am delighted to witness the birth of Savāda, the journal of
Comparative Religions, on the occasion of the 25th death anniversary
of our beloved Fr. Michael Rodrigo, OMI, the founder of Suba Seth
Gedara, the home for dialogue of life. Publication of a Journal of
Comparative Religions from Suba Seth Gedara was a long felt need
and we are happy that it has now become a reality with the initiative
taken by Fr. Claude Perera, OMI.
Interreligious dialogue through an intellectual search for
convergences among world religions was a work to which Fr. Michael
dedicated his life. Fr. Michael embraced the most radical theologizing
process of total immersion in a Buddhist rural setting in Buttala, Suba
Seth Gedara, in the Uva Province, living, learning and working among
them until his brutal assassination while celebrating Mass on 10th
November 1987. Although he was killed by an unknown gunman, and
his killing remains still a mystery, it is very evident that he paid the
prize for what he believed and lived.
Fr. Michael believed that Christ, who is the irrevocable covenant
of God with the oppressed of the earth, is the possible Christ of Interreligious dialogue. This Christ does not claim superiority over other
religions but identifies Himself with the masses of the oppressed and
persecuted leading to dialogue at all levels. Thus an effective point of
departure for dialogue would be the ‘liberation of the poor’ from the
human suffering caused by oppressive and unjust situations. When
people join hands to alleviate the suffering of the poor and the
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oppressed, and when they opt for such activities with the inspiration of
their different religious traditions, then dialogue begins to happen
leading to mutual understanding and enrichment. This is dialogue of
life which invites those who are involved to a commitment to the
building of a just and peaceful society for everyone.
Savāda will not only provide the platform for the readers to
engage in an intellectual pursuit of religions but will help identify the
struggles, anguish and suspicions maintained by the different religious
traditions in their mutual history due to several factors and interactions
within and without.
Savāda will also challenge the adherents of different religions to
move from ‘co-existence’ to ‘pro-existence’ and will invite them to
treat the ‘religious other’ as equal. These constructive attitudinal
changes will pave the way for mutual enrichment and give new
direction to interreligious dialogue.

Fr. Michael Rodrigo, OMI,
As We Knew Him
Sr. Milburga Fernando
Abstract: Having been a partner of the mission of Fr. Rodrigo during the last
two phases of his mission, the author shares her first hand experience of his
person, vision and mission. He loved the poor of the Uva Province of Sri
Lanka, totally identified himself with them, stood for their rights and gave his
life for them, living and serving among the Buddhists of Lower Uva until his
assassination.

Who are these “we” who knew Fr. Michael Rodrigo? Are they his
biological family, his students and colleagues in Paris, his fellow
Oblates, fellow religious? No. Then who are they? They comprise
people of various walks of life—religious and lay people, Buddhists
and Christians, who were involved in a guru-iya relationship at
Sevaka Sevana (the School of Ministries at Bandārawela, Sri Lanka).
These were attracted by his mission to live among the Buddhist
peasants and the people of the Ûva Wellassa region in Sri Lanka in a
“people’s community”, engaged there in a process of conscientization
and dialogue with Buddhist monks and the people. “We” also includes
students who were drawn to him, trekking all the way from Colombo
and elsewhere to discuss spiritual and national issues. Also included
are the villagers of Buttala amongst whom he lived and worked, who
learned much about true wisdom in life from this great sage.
Fr. Rodrigo’s life was a circular, multi-dimensional movement
encompassing Michael the person, the philosopher, teacher,
theologian, visionary, missionary, priest and Oblate, and above all a
disciple of Jesus. Each circle propelled him to the next ebbing and
flowing, drawing others along ever deeper and beyond, moving
inextricably towards the shattering blast: his martyrdom. But let us
first tell the story of how his mission unfolded.
____________________________________
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The Mission
Fr. Mike, as we called him, was someone who could bravely and
truthfully meet a challenge irrespective of his own wishes and plans.
This is how Bishop Leo Nanayakkara, OSB, assessed him. While he
was working with Bishop Leo, the first bishop of the diocese of
Badulla, Sri Lanka, to set up a seminary for contextual theology called
Sevaka Sevana, he received an invitation from Institut Catholique in
Paris, offering him a teaching post at the Faculty of Theology. As he
was contemplating accepting it, Bishop Leo appealed to him to
reconsider the offer and join his mission at Sevaka Sevana, as there
was a need in his new diocese for an alternative model of priestly
formation deeply embedded in the context of the lived situation.
Reflection on the option offered by Bishop Leo induced Fr. Mike to a
night of meditation and prayer. “Not my will but thine be done” was
his response as he agreed to Bishop Leo’s mission-option. After a few
years at Sevaka Sevana, the Ministries School, Fr. Mike decided to
move forward and Suba Seth Gedara came into being.

Visionary among the Poor in Ûva -Wellassa
To be truly immersed in the life of the people—the poor and the
disadvantaged—Fr. Mike realized that one had to live among them. So
in June 1980, with Bishop Leo’s blessings, he moved out to
Alukalavita, a village in Buttala in Lower Uva, accompanied by
Somadasa, a Buddhist layman. In June 1981 they were joined by a
small group of women, Sr. Benedict Fernandopulle, Priyanthi Perera,
June Fernando and myself. A little later Dambegoda Jinadāsa,
Sunethrā Kulatunga, Rāni Weerasuriya, and Siriyāwathie Menike
joined the group. Early 1987 Shirani de Silva also joined us.
At the start, much time was spent getting to know the people and
their needs and aspirations in trying to build close relationships,
seeking to serve the peasantry. The community sought to do this task
together with the people and the monks of the four Buddhist temples
of the area. These initial moves were met with indifference and
suspicion both by the people and the monks. Some of us were
discouraged, but not Fr. Michael. He was undeterred. With Fr Mike’s
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persistent sensitivity and love, defenses dropped and relationships
grew into close bonding, until finally, they named his dwelling Suba
Seth Gedara, the Home of Peace and Good Wishes.
There our lifestyle was very simple. Fr. Michael showed very
little attachment to the usual amenities that he had been accustomed to.
One exception was his library of books and notes that he had brought
with him. How upset he was when moths and silver fish started
attacking them! People and nature fascinated him. He spent much time
listening to people. He was never too busy for them, especially the
children, who came along even to have their school books covered and
to have their names written by him. At dawn and at dusk he listened to
the cries of birds and animals, often imitating them. He would watch
the sunrise and sunset, gazing on rocks, hills and far off mountains.
Often he drew scenes and painted pictures and posters of them. His
thoughts, feelings and experiences of these and other incidents
emerged as poetry.
His poem, “The Early Konketiya Christmas”, is based on an
incident that took place one Advent season at Suba Seth Gedara. It
was 3 December 1986. A little after midnight a hand-tractor slowed
down at the doorstep of Suba Seth Gedara. It was from Kōnketiya, a
remote village near Tammennā Wewa (fifteen miles from Suba Seth
Gedara). There on the tractor floor was the driver’s wife Premā in the
pangs of childbirth, waking the occupants of Suba Seth Gedara for
hurried help. The peasant farmer’s child was born at 1.30 a.m. She was
washed and wrapped in swaddling clothes taken from Fr. Mike’s little
cupboard. Fr. Mike poured out this experience in poetry. An excerpt
follows:
The Early Kōnketiya Christmas
The endless strains of ‘Silent Night’
Rang on and on from previous night
From Paxie’s last year’s Christmas card.
And Prema’s pains now coincide
With night of moans; a shocking ride
Ask hand-tractor to tell the tale.
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And lo! Our sore-eyed Senē brave
His huddled wife, a dear look gave
And, then, new dawn at one-thirty!
“Come, Sister, come,” her sister said
“I’ll see to baby, wrap your head”
“How symbolic at our doorstep.”
The neonate baby gives its cry
To tell the world as it goes by:
“The peasant farmer’s child is born”.
....
The Dry Zone’s early chill is rare
And baby sneezed with its head bare
Yet cuddled into swaddling clothes.
Their lands may go by tyrant’s choice
Great companies may, sure, rejoice
But Sovereign poor spreads strength and hope.
Young Wilbert’s home becomes the Inn
And Seelā bravely takes them in
Her home, that Baby’s first bright Crib. 1
The community of Suba Seth Gedara truly became a home of love
and concern, especially for the poor and the marginalized. Fr. Mike
sought to educate the people about the social reality, to make them
aware of the hazards and destructive aspects of certain development
models. Fr. Mike believed in sustainable development. Hence, certain
measures that were introduced to enhance the income of the poor
villagers, since they did not meet this criterion, did not receive his
support.
Jinadāsa, who worked with Fr. Mike during these years, especially
in education, shared a memory of Fr. Mike when, a few years back on
my way to Buttala to attend the 25th Anniversary of the Pre-School, I
dropped in at the home where he and his wife Geethā now live—at
Ānapallama, Wellawāya, four miles from Buttala. In our conversation
Jinadāsa recalled a meeting of the Minis Samagi Havula (a “people’s
1
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get together”) where a proposal for a pre-school for the village was
first discussed. Fr. Mike said on that occasion: “Education should be
the vehicle to teach humanness and human values. The school
provides the ambit to share and experience these values.” Fr. Mike
pointed out that education could be misused by the powerful,
especially the state, to inflict evil on the powerless. So in a pre-school,
he said, children have to be introduced to the first steps in community
living, learning to share, “give and take,” and do things together in
harmony as well as to take responsibility.
Deepikā Hērath was among many encouraged by Fr. Mike, in
spite of many odds, to sit her GCE (AL) examination and benefit from
university education. Now a graduate of the Sri Jayawardhanapura
University, she teaches at Gōnaganāra Vidyālaya, a remote
government school at the 21st mile post, on the Buttala–Kataragama
road. She testifies:
With Fr. Mike’s coming, Buttala experienced a new
beginning, a new birth—the dawn of new life. . . .
Perhaps he had to give up much to settle down in the
village, for he was highly intellectual, with two
doctorates. What a contrast! Soon he was one among
us. His life style was as simple as ours. His food was
exactly the same as ours. He was clad in a sarong and
shirt, the simple garb of the people. He spoke and
associated with us as one of us, so much so that he
could speak directly to our hearts. He truly imbibed
what was profound in the spirit of the people. What an
honour to us! . . . His thought patterns and actions were
steeped in deep human values of compassion, care,
concern: mettā, muditā, karuā and upekkhā as we call
it. He witnessed to the deep truth that we all belong to
the one Human Family of brothers and sisters, without
any discrimination or distinction of class, caste,
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religion, race, social or political standing. . . . What an
example, not only to us but also to the whole world! 2
Deepikā then spoke of some specific projects of sustainable
development that Fr. Mike introduced:
He helped the farmers produce their own fertilizer,
recycling degradable waste found in the village itself,
instead of buying chemical fertilizer, pesticides and
weedicides which are harmful and costly. . . He carried
on a Natural Health Care program—nature healing,
using preventives more than curatives with nutritious
plants and herbs found in the village itself. . . . He was
an Environmentalist: he made a courageous stand
against an ambitious campaign of felling timber and
denuding forests carried on by the area party leaders,
middlemen and multinational co-operations. . . . Suba
Seth Gedara was a resourceful place open to the
villagers, with a library which provided books to
students, from the pre-school to the university. The
media library had a set of slide shows (audio visuals) on
many important and current topics carefully and
painstakingly worked out.. . . . The coconut plants
which Fr. Mike distributed to the poor are bearing fruit
today. When the villagers celebrate his life year after
year, they bring oil extracted from those plants to light
the oil lamps. . . . The last period of Fr. Mike’s life
spent at Buttala is now bearing fruit in abundance. We,
the villagers of Buttala, are the happy beneficiaries of
his dedicated service. 3

“Missionary” among Buddhists
Fr. Mike lived in a Buddhist setting respectful and mindful of
Buddhist values and practices. He never advertised his religious
2
3
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doctrines or exhibited the cross but displayed all the authentic
Christian values—love, mercy, justice, compassion, sharing and
concern. These were integral to his life, as he worked diligently for
the upliftment of the poor, down-trodden and powerless. This was the
significance of his dialogue with his Buddhist brothers and sisters and
that’s how the villagers of Alukalavita knew him.
However, this did not happen all at once. It was a painful consistent
process from rejection to acceptance. It was Fr. Mike’s understanding
of Buddhism and Christianity growing together that turned the tide. It
was an ongoing dialogue—experience based, directed to the
conscientizing and awareness-building of all the people, who were not
objects of pity but the subjects of their destiny. As Fr. Mike pointed
out:
Buddhism and Christianity must grow together. This
demands a radical self-emptying. The kenosis of the
Jesus Community of today, drawn from Jesus’ selfemptying (Philippians 2:7) must be matched with the
selflessness (anatta) of the Buddhist sasana of today as
closely as possible, for unless there is this basic human
trait operative in religion and society there is nothing
truly human.4
He understood the importance of witness, and reflected on the
liberating power of the Gospel:
Christians in a dialogical experience in a totally nonChristian milieu proclaim Jesus by witness, for He
never worked for Himself but for the ongoing reign of
God. . . . God Himself in the fullness of time sent his
Incarnate Son into the world to free human persons
from every form of slavery—to which they were
subject by reason of sin of human egoism. . . . Jesus’

4
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first preaching was to proclaim the liberation of the
oppressed.5
Fr. Mike noted some initial reactions to his presence among Buddhists:
Within a fortnight of our arrival in July, 1980, the Poya
Malu Vihara monk asked: ‘When would you be leaving
this place, for we are sure you would soon pour water
and baptize.’ To which a small-time trader, a follower,
added: ‘Why don’t you see to your own religion and we
will see to ours?’ But after persistent visits, interchange,
planning together and persevering collaboration on
issues, the tide turned.6
The following excerpts from Fr. Mike’s writings give us a window
into these early experiences of Christian-Buddhist dialogue:
The village effort at dialogue began in 1981, to
celebrate with the Buddhists of the area, the triple light
festival of Vesak, recalling the Birth, Enlightenment,
and the Mahparinibbãna of the Buddha. The Christian
speaker of the day, before a crowd of over one thousand
people, spoke on new views of pansil, the five precepts.
The Venerable Kotaneluwe Upatissa of the ancient
Happoruwa temple, present for the festival at Suba Seth
Gedara on this occasion replied: “Let me say that this
Catholic priest expounded dhamma well. The Buddha
says that one must venerate the one who knows the
dhamma. Update Buddhist doctrine, reflect on it, live it
in the widest scope.”7
Noting the progress that had occurred within a year of this initial
dialogue, Fr. Mike wrote:
By Vesak 1982 we had re-written, with a lyricist
farmer’s help, Buddhist devotional songs based on the
5
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sãradharma and the dasapãramitas (ten perfections),
and seven-hundred devotees had listened to them with
awe and respect. [T]he monk Venerable Alutwela
Sumanasiri announced over the address system: “This
group of 10 Buddhist singers and one Catholic priest
and two sisters are Buddhist-Christians. Buddhists by
their culture and the other Group is Christian by belief
and conduct. They have a large heart to honour the
Buddha as a great Asian teacher. I regret having
harassed him at the start saying he had come to baptize.
Now, I know the truth. So I tell you, be free to come
here or to go there to learn the dhamma. It is the same.
He too can guide you.” On May 21st 1987, he officially
affirmed his collaboration in the Village Effort of the
Buddhist-Christian Dialogue by giving his signature to
the Constitution and agreement. We had come a long
way to work for fuller humanity. 8

Some of the villagers of this period spoke to Fr. Mike about their
experience of his presence and work. Fr. Mike noted the following: In
1983 Madduma Banda said: “I heard you wish to leave our village to
try out a dialogue elsewhere, but please stay. You will never realize
how much the people feel uplifted that you like us and our faith. The
morals of our people have been deepened by your presence as a group.
People are the better for it and I must tell you that.” Piyatilleke, a
young lad, said in August 1984: “As Christians you do not pretend
riches but live poorly and united with us. You educate our children and
drop-outs without asking any return. That is loku pinak (a great act of
merit)”. Ratnāyake said, “You live like us, close to us without
exploiting us (sûrā kemen thorava). You are friendly and want our true
good (suba yahapatha). You are religious (pevidi) and observe it with
kindness, prayer and ritual. Then you also honour the Buddha whom
we venerate as our teacher and master” D.M. Gunasekera concluded,
“Whatever you do, you do well and fully. You do good. Thus you help
our country. Some are good to their own people. You are good to all. I
8
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like that, and that is why I come here.”9 A 30 year old former Leftist
youth leader made this assessment of the presence of Fr. Mike and his
team:
In former times, the Christian religion was proclaimed
with guns and bayonets: many subtle methods were
used, but this small group has sunk its roots deep into
the hearts of people and their presence is accepted as
up-building. It is a peaceful living together and a great
support for peace and reconciliation. 10
At this point in the story, it might be good to pause and consider who
Fr. Michael Rodrigo was as a person, a teacher, a priest, and an Oblate.

Michael the Person
Fr. Mike’s human qualities were an intrinsic part of his mission.
His long-lasting contributions stemmed from personal integrity and
holiness, a reflection of his ongoing commitment to the downtrodden.
He was made holy by God through the instrumentality of the poor. As
he served the poor, the poor also shaped his destiny, character, and
integrity by testing his patience, endurance, strength, and
magnanimity. The way he lived was the way he served. Fr. Mike was
fully and profoundly human: he lived in God. This is how the
Community at Suba Seth Gedara perceived the person of Fr. Mike.

Philosopher, Teacher and Contextual Theologian
Fr. Mike was a teacher who was willing to learn something from
anybody, anytime. He guided people by simply living with them,
struggling alongside them by immersing himself with them. As a good
missionary Fr. Mike not only radiated the power of the Gospel but also
allowed the poor to evangelize him and to educate him. He believed
that the Kingdom of God reigns in our midst when authentic efforts are
made to transform oppressive structures.

9
10
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Outstanding among his contributions as a teacher are Fr. Mike’s
elucidation of biblical and liturgical texts through his doctoral thesis
and other writings. He shared these in his Bible studies and discussions
at Buttala. In interpreting the supreme liturgical act, the Eucharist, Fr.
Mike explained it not only as the Passion, Death and Resurrection of
Jesus. According to him Jesus saved us by His whole life, including
his prophetic life in word and deed that was a direct result of his option
for the poor, distressed and downtrodden.
Fr. Mike taught us that Jesus is the deepest expression of God’s
love for us. Hence, compassionate love, justice and mercy come from
God, and are made tangible in the neighbour who is the sacrament of
God’s presence. Who is my neighbour? The least of my sisters and
brothers who are pushed to the margins, victimized and impoverished
by the system and unjust structures. An option for the poor necessarily
means an option against an economic system that continues to multiply
victims leaving them behind in the desert of misery. It is ultimately the
poor that judge us—whether we are truly qualified to enter the
Kingdom.
He also taught us that God is the ultimate meaning and the deepest
aspect of the universe. Divine energy flows to all humankind through
the environment. The role of the Christian committed to the care for
the earth and justice is a prophetic one. . . . This world is the place
where God’s creation unfolds. The Kingdom of God erupts as it were,
and the Kingdom reigns in the midst of human affairs and in creation
itself. My salvation is only a part of the whole process of the salvation
of all humankind including the cosmos. 11

Michael the Priest
A true priest is a man for all people and for all times. This was
true of Fr. Mike. He not only shared in Christ’s priesthood, but also in
Christ’s victimhood on behalf of the wretched of the earth. It seems

11
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that Fr. Mike had intuitively grasped the truth that one cannot serve
truly without a personal cost.
Fr. Mike radiated Christ-like qualities wherever he went, for
example, the quality of perpetual fidelity to Christ, which is the
highest form of humility. The humble person is a loving person. In
spite of all his learning and degrees, Fr. Mike was a very relational
person. He was humble enough to reach out to, learn from and live
with very ordinary people in remote areas of the country. One cannot
continuously learn and grow unless one empties oneself of preconceived ideas, prejudices, pre-judgments and biases. Only a
courageous few are capable of breaking free from all prejudices. Fr.
Mike the priest was one such exception. And because of this, he could
work for true social transformation.
Sevaka Sevana, the school of Ministries conceived by Bishop Leo
and put into operation by Fr. Mike in 1974, set theological parameters
for the priesthood which were very different from the traditional
centres of theological learning. Herein the theological community,
both students and staff, immersed themselves in the social reality of
their multi-religious environment, the Province of Uva, which included
the peasantry of the lower Uva and the tea plantation workers in the
upper Uva. This ministry was based on a model of priesthood as
servanthood, a quality of the divine exemplified by Jesus when he
washed the feet of the disciples. Fr. Mike eventually brought this
quality to Suba Seth Gedara where he immersed himself as a servant
of the village of Buttala. Padmini, a woman from a village in ÛvaWellassa, recalls Fr. Mike the priest:
Into the dismal scene of the vicious cycle of poverty
and indebtedness, a Catholic priest, Michael Rodrigo,
came to live among us. I was then only 18 years old. He
worked tirelessly for the upliftment of the poor, the
downtrodden and the powerless. It is he who first
introduced to us agro-ecology almost 25 years ago. . . .
as the only viable way for farmers to overcome the food
crisis and the problem of ill-health caused by chemical
poisoning. . . . During his monthly story hour—a pet
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programme of his, he used to read to us excerpts from a
book titled ‘Small is Beautiful’. . . . Under his guidance
we were very much alerted to some grave problems of
which we were not aware.12

The profound love Fr. Mike had for the poor was a continuation of the
work and presence of Jesus after His death and resurrection. The
ultimate sign of this love was the giving of his life.

Oblate of Mary Immaculate
Fr. Mike, professed and ordained as an Oblate of Mary
Immaculate, summarized his Oblate vision in the following poem:
THE HOLY FOUNDER AND MYSELF
I haunted villages with a Mazenod’s zest
And now, first time in my life, I found.
Those who might listen if told:
“Arise to greater freedom.”
What haunting Good News to them.
Daily it was good news; not ‘Daily’ news.
For that would be dirty news of the suppression
Of freedom
Or even freedom to buy colour or No-colour TV.
See how He was, hidden, teaching me to find
His face among his people
Old hand at Sorrow, He
Soon I was visiting them, no longer for a
Survey, bench-mark or data sheet
Or to be with them as presence, witness, what-have-you.
Something else (Someone) pulled me, attracted me:
His joy, his ânanda, his peace, his shānthi,
Mettâ, karunâ, muditâ, upekkhâ, say any name’s
The Name.
Somehow I found out Christ.
I went to the village and was converted
12
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because He was present.
His favour called grace made me detect
His face. 13
Over the years as an Oblate, Fr. Mike found inspiration in the
Oblate founder St. Eugene de Mazenod (1782–1861), bishop of
Marseilles. Fr. Mike perceived the founder as putting people in
relationship with each other and with God. The founder is “alive in
me, I hope and pray,” said Fr. Mike.
According to Fr. Mike, had the founder lived today, he would
have entered into dialogue with the living faiths, and embraced
whatever would help keep up and foster relationships. Fr. Mike wrote:
He would have been the first to appreciate my anguish
for my people who were never infidels or pagans, but
who see with amazement the nuclear race, the refusal to
disarm, the torture so easily meted out all over the
world, the despising of minorities, the twiddling with
prices, low wages as brazen acts of infidelity against
conscience, and the law of human goodness and
equality in community. . . . We are the Oblates who not
only study, but have, his charism. Then we must take
up from where he left off; we cannot do what he did.
We have to do what He would have done today reading
the signs of the times now.14

The Martyr
A martyr is a witness to God’s kingdom. Martyrdom is a sure sign
of a life lived fully and meaningfully. As Fr. Mike once wrote:
Were I the oil
And you the living flame, Lord
We’ll burn together unto death
For death is Life.
13
14
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Drowned in my teeming incapacities
Thy Hand sustains me.
The breath of Life, Thy Spirit
Keeps me, flickering though
For weak and faltering be my will
The gush-wind that enlivens without extinguishing my
flame.15

Fr. Mike had consistently alerted the villagers to grave issues, and
prior to his assassination there was one in particular that he opposed.
Padmini recounts:
One such issue was the disaster envisaged by TNC
Bukertate Agricultural International, in establishing a
sugar company that ear-marked over 84,000 acres of
virgin forest land to be denuded for planting sugar cane,
which would in the long run desertify the entire area.
He struggled to prevent this disaster. He made us aware
of the dire consequences of deforestation on such a
massive scale. 16
Fr. Mike wrote a letter to the then President highlighting destruction of
the environment, the illegal felling of trees and the illicit trade in
timber. Unfortunately, this letter reached the hands of miscreants who
sought to silence such a courageous dissenting voice.

The Evening of the Murder
On account of the tense situation that prevailed in our area in
November of 1987, the community had to decide whether to stay on in
Suba Seth Gedara or to withdraw from the Buttala area, at least for a
time. Fr. Mike said: “We are a part of the people and they must be
consulted. I have consulted them and they are unanimous that we
should stay. Otherwise, they would have no one to turn to in their
difficulties.”

15
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On the evening of 10th November at about 5.00 p.m., Fr. Mike
himself prepared the altar for the Eucharist. It was a small table about
six inches above ground-level. He informed us that the Eucharist
would be at five o’clock that evening and not at seven as is usual. On
inquiring why it was to be early, he remarked: “We will have plenty of
time for the Lord and we have to make a decision today.” Fr. Mike sat
behind the altar placed immediately below the window of the
meditation room. He was dressed in his normal shirt and sarong. He
had placed the shawl he normally used for the celebration around his
shoulders. Seated behind the altar-table, he was already singing the
opening hymn when we entered the room. He then read an excerpt
from Archbishop Oscar Romero’s remark to a journalist from the
Mexican newspaper Excelsior making these his own words:
“I have often been threatened with death. I must tell
you that as a Christian I don’t believe in death without
resurrection. If they kill me, I will rise up in the . . .
people. I am not boasting. I say this with the greatest
humility. As a pastor, I am obliged, by divine
command, to give my life for those whom I love, . . .
even those who are going to kill me. And if they carry
out their threats, I now offer my blood to God for the
redemption and resurrection of. . . . Martyrdom is a
grace from God which I don’t think I have earned. But
if God accepts the sacrifice of my life, let my blood be
the seed of freedom and a sign that hope may be soon a
reality. Let my death, if it is accepted by God, be for the
liberation of my people and a witness of hope in the
future. You can say, if they do kill me, that I forgive
and bless those who do it. I will die but may my people
never perish.”17
Slips of paper were left at three corners of the room where each of
us sit during the Eucharist. Each slip was divided into two columns
with the headings: “Reasons for staying” and “Reasons for leaving”,
written in his own handwriting. After about 20 minutes given to enable
17
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us to write on those slips of paper, we shared with each other the pros
and cons of staying or leaving. With one exception, the others agreed
with Fr. Mike that they should stay on at Alukalavita. That evening he
himself had decided on reciting Psalm 130, “Out of the depths have I
called unto you, O Lord.” The service proceeded, and after
Communion Fr. Mike said: “After all, the lasting things in life are
Love and relationship with the people. These things will last even in
eternity. Don’t be afraid, we will commit ourselves to God.” He added:
“Into your hands, O Lord, I commit my Spirit.” It was about 7.30 p.m.
A shot was fired! Fr. Mike was its direct target. He died immediately,
having commended his soul to the Lord only moments before. When
the assassin’s gun shattered this priest’s life our lives too fell apart.
Nevertheless, he had instilled in us to stand on our own feet, never to
despair: this spurred us on.
Like many other martyrs in the liberation movements in other
parts of the globe, Fr. Mike too had to shed his blood for the same
cause. The new imperialist network operating in the village was out for
his blood, just as the scribes, Pharisees and the imperialists of Jesus’
times were out for Jesus’ blood when He began to expose their
hypocrisy, superficial beliefs and spiritual shortcomings. Fr. Mike did
not cease to denounce the unjust structures of society that violated
human rights and inflicted violence on peasants and workers.
At His Last Supper Jesus said, “This is my body, broken for you.
This is my blood shed for you.” Just as the Cross is the broken life of
Jesus for the suffering poor, the ochlos, the life of Fr. Mike was broken
for the suffering and impoverished rural peasantry. The cross of Jesus
and that of Fr. Mike are seen as the way leading the human to the path
of righteousness, signifying the crossing point of divine and human
hopes!
With Anton Meemana we conclude:
Fr. Mike died exactly the way he lived by emptying
himself totally and offering himself utterly and
generously. He died by creating a space for life. His
living unto death was very life-giving. . . . He got things
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right about what it is to become a follower of Christ in
our crucifying world. He died because of his decisive
and single-minded fidelity to the Kingdom of God. His
whole life became a sacrament of God’s reign.” 18
________________________
After her theological studies in Rome, Sr. Milburga Fernando served
as Chaplain to the Catholic Students’ Federation of Sri Lanka (1971–
1974). From 1974–1979 she was attached to the staff of the Sevaka
Sevana Ministries School at Bandārawela, Sri Lanka, working
particularly in the programme of contextual theology envisioned by
the late Bishop Leo Nānāyakkara, OSB, and actualized by Fr. Michael
Rodrigo, OMI. In 1981 she became part of a team of religious and lay
women at Suba Seth Gedara, Buttala, there continuing her theological
work with Fr. Rodrigo in Buddhist-Christian dialogue and
conscientization. She presently lives and works among the people in
the Kerawalapitiya-Hendala environs in Sri Lanka.
*********************************************************
“Gospel is the story that depicts the struggle of Jesus with the power
structures and agents of imperialism. Those power structures and agents were
the Pharisees, scribes, the rich, Herod and Pilate.” Michael Rodrigo, OMI
“The following of Christ is the destruction of selfishness. The following of
Christ is likened to a seed that dies to bear more fruits. The following of
Christ is stepping into the way of pain and death like the master. The
followers of Christ cannot escape the destiny of the master. They must enter
eternal life through death.” Michael Rodrigo, OMI
“Deeds of Christ were part and parcel of the struggle to build up a new social
system that proclaimed the dawn of the Kingdom of God on earth. He fought
for freedom rejecting slavery and was against all types of imperialisms,
refusing the way of life they prescribed.” Michael Rodrigo, OMI
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Francis Āchārya:
His Contribution to the Re-Orientation of
Indian Christian Monasticism
Cherian John Kottayil
Abstract: In spite of his being of European origin, the outstanding
contribution of Francis Āchārya to the Church in India lies in his adaptation
of Christian monasticism to the context of Kerala. At Kurisumala he has set a
preëminent example of blending together triple roots; namely, Benedictine–
Trappist monasticism, the Antiochian liturgical worship and the Indian
threefold path (yoga-thraya) of jnāa (wisdom), bhakti (love) and karma
(service). Christian monasteries should remain in the world as satsangs
(existential communion of consecrated persons) providing a haven for
peoples of different faiths who approach them in search of peace, joy, and
wholeness. This kind of interreligious dialogue should go well beyond merely
academic concerns, to become a true dialogue of life concentrating on the
building up of the threefold ways so that the adherents can continue their
pilgrimage to the One, True and Beautiful.

Introduction
Francis Āchārya has, indeed, made remarkable contributions
towards inculturating Christian monasticism by his manifold
endeavors to integrate it with the spirit and spirituality of Hinduism.
By his three-dimensional approach of blending the monastic
(Benedictine), liturgical (Antiochian) and mystical (Indian) elements
of religion, he may be said to have paved a new way of evangelization,
making the hidden mystery of redemption in Jesus Christ a matter of
good news for all. Thereby, he has made ecumenism and interreligious dialogue a concern and interest for all, irrespective of their
denominational affiliations. This paper deals with the specific
contribution provided by Francis Āchārya towards re-orientating
____________________________________
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Indian Christian monasticism as an effective way of entering into
inter-religious dialogue and living in a bond of love and understanding
with others.19

A Brief Historical Contour
Abbot Francis Āchārya, born in 1912 in Belgium, was a
Cistercian-Trappist monk. After hearing about Mahatma Gandhi
during his studies in London, he joined the Abbey of Our Lady of
Scourmont, Belgium, in 1935. With his inborn meditative bent of
mind, he developed there a special desire to go to India, and finally in
1955 he joined the Shāntivanam in Tamil Nadu (the Abode of Peace)
where he came into contact with the two well known pioneers of
theological inculturation, Henri Le Saux (Abhishiktānanda) and Jules
Monchanine. With the granting of Indian citizenship to him by the
government of India in 1968, Fr. Francis Mahieu came to be known as
Francis Āchārya. After receiving an invitation from Bishop Zacharias
Mar Athanasios of the Diocese of Thiruvalla of the Syro-Malankara
Catholic Church, he moved to Kerala and settled in Kurisumala. 20 The
Kurisumala Ashram was canonically erected as an independent
monastery on 13th November 1957 together with a proper
authorization of using the Antiochian rite of the Malankara Catholic
Church for the liturgical celebrations in the ashram.
E. R. Hambey refers to a remarkable comment made by Mahatmā
Gāndhi on a short stay of his with the members of a Trappist
monastery in South Africa: “They are votaries of divine love, of
poverty, of chastity. . . . I still live under the charm of their cells. It
would be my ideal to found such an institution.” 21 The uniqueness of
Kurisumala Ashram lies in its harmonious insertion of the Cistercian–
19

I am gratefully indebted to Dr. Cyriac Kanichai, C.M.I., Dr. Claude Perera, O.M.I.
and the Abbot and the monks of Kurisumala Ashram for their support and valuable
contributions to this article.
20
The word Kurisumala is derived from the Portuguese noun Cruz (Cross) and
Dravidian noun mala (mountain) and, as such, it means ‘the Mountain of the Cross.’
21
E. R. Hambye, “Early Sowings,” Francis Āchārya (ed.), Kurisumala: A
Symposium on Ashram Life (Vagamon: Kurisumala Āshram, 1974) 23-26, 24.
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Trappist monastic life style into the path of the Indian monastic way of
living. With the assistance of the well-known English Benedictine,
Bede Griffiths, and the Malankara Catholic Church, the ashram
became a radiating center of spirituality, liturgical worship and service
of the nearby villages, attracting people from far and near, both
Christians and non-Christians.

Monasticism and the Antiochian Liturgy
Āchārya found the Syro-Malankara rite to be a suitable way of
expressing the liturgico-monastic heritage of his foundation.
Kurisumala, with its distinctive contemplative character along with
common worship and manual labour, has definitely kept its identity as
a Cistercian–Trappist monastic community. While faithfully keeping
his allegiance to Christ, the Church and Benedictine monasticism, it
was the dream of Āchārya to integrate the style of living proper to his
monastery with the spiritual culture and religious praxis of Hinduism.
In his quest after this goal, he gradually developed a special taste for
and perspective on Indian monastic spirituality. He started making an
in-depth study of the Bhagavad Gitā and the Upanishāds;
simultaneously he also began studying both the Sanskrit and Syriac
languages. Through his systematic and meticulous study of the West
Syrian liturgy of the Syro-Malankara Catholic Church, he likewise
became a very creative, profound and resourceful scholar of the
spiritual heritage of the above Church. He found that the Antiochian
liturgical tradition, purely eastern and fully Indianized, could be easily
and fruitfully harmonized with the age-old spiritual traditions of India.
Thereby he was “to live a decisive experience, a sort of liturgical
‘falling in love,’ which would crystallize and precipitate the
concretization of his monastic project.”22

22

Marthe Mahieu-De Praetere, Kurisumala: Francis Mahieu Acharya A Pioneer of
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Monasticism: Contemplative and Creative
The major endeavor (sram) of Āchārya’s ashramic way of living
was to prepare the ground for a dialogical and existential encounter of
Christianity with Hinduism through monastic life. 23 Fundamentally
speaking, monasticism is an integral Christian life, and every Christian
is a monk at least at heart24—an idea he elaborated while paying his
last tribute to Abhishiktānanda. A Christian ashram has to be a place
where Hindus can find Christianity being lived in a way congenial to
the spiritual heritage of Indian traditions. Such an ashram will, no
doubt, provide an atmosphere for a dialogical encounter between
Christianity and Hinduism, facilitating a mutual penetration and
enriching of each other’s religious vision of life and spirituality. As the
monk-sannyāsi is also a man of ‘eschaton,’ i.e., of the final
consummation of the universe, he is called upon to travel from time to
eternity, thereby bearing witness to God who is “beyond all things.”
Āchārya says:
Their [his monks’] vocation is to stand at the borders of
Hinduism and Christianity, rather as bridges between
both, after and with Christ, ‘making both one, clinging
to both sides together in faith and in the strength to the
Spirit, offering their bodies, their minds, their hearts, to
be trodden upon by Christians going to bring back to
the Church the treasures of the nations, as prophesied
by Isaiah, and by Hindus finding thus at long last the
way to come to Christ and to achieve in his fold the
goal of their age-long pilgrimage.25
Acknowledging the inner change that already took place in him,
Āchārya realized how the western-trained monk in him was gradually
“An Interview with the Acharya,” Francis Āchārya (ed.), Kurisumala: A
Symposium on Ashram Life (Vagamon: Kurisumala Āshram, 1974) 13-17, 13.
24
Francis Āchārya, Monastic Spirituality: The Cistercian Tradition (hereafter MS)
an unpublished work, 6a.
25
Francis Āchārya, “Swmy Abhishiktananda: A Memorial Tribute,” Francis Āchārya
(ed.), Kurisumala: A Symposium on Ashram Life (Vagamon: Kurisumala Āshram,
1974) 71-74, 72.
23
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transformed into an Indian Christian sanyāsi. Confirming this truth, he
says: “here was a life free from all worldliness, in simplicity, in utter
poverty, in fervour and love, such as I had been dreaming of for many
years. Moreover, this was an ideal setting for an ashram, such as
Brahmabandhab Upadyaya himself would have liked.”26
Thus the significant contribution of Christian monasticism in
India would lie in its presenting itself as a fertile ground for the
practice of brotherly love and charity which is necessarily orientated
towards intimate participation with the Triune God. The monastic life
should never be construed as an egoistic life of segregation from the
daily realities of human life; in fact, it is an altruistic life of charity in
its full sense, a life involving the love of God and of one’s neighbor.
Such a life has to be a spiritually progressing event nurtured through
meditation, prayers, common worship, tapas (self-discipline) and work
both mental and manual so as to provide meaning and joy to everyone
both inside and outside the ashram. Āchārya says:
May they soon welcome many colonies of monks,
dwellings of praise, resounding with the chant of
‘kirtan’ and ‘bhajan’ and all spiritual songs, abodes of
love and prayer coupled with fasting, with the monks at
various stages of spiritual progress, lost in meditation or
toiling in the labour of their hands that they may not be
a burden upon any man, but rather relieve the poor and
the needy and comfort the weary pilgrims of life,
sharing with them the joy and peace of the worship in
spirit and in truth.27
While comparing the life of every Christian with that of a monk,
Āchārya vividly emphasizes that just as every Christian has the task to
seek perfection in the life of charity, a monk is also called for the same
perfection. However, a monk has been chosen for stability (an idea
“An Interview,” 13-4. Upādyaya (1861-1907) was a great mystic and theologian
of India, who believed in indigenizing Christianity in India through the Hindu
categories, which he found to be a major task of evangelization.
27
“An Interview,” 17.
26
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reminiscent of Āchārya’s Benedictine background) in his way of life,
uninterruptedly striving (ram) after perfection in charity.28 Monastic
life is thus inseparably both creative and contemplative. It is creative
in the sense that it entails a continuous progress in the practice of
evangelical virtues and brotherly service, and contemplative in the
sense that it is to be promoted by a life of deep, meditative union with
God and worshipful celebration of his saving mysteries. 29

A Double Dimension of Monasticism: Prophetic and
Eschatological
Monastic life, by its very nature, is a life guided by the Holy Spirit
in which every monk commits himself to the work of the Spirit in the
cave of his heart and soul. This he carries out on a double plane: in
reading the Word of God as well as in getting it written or imprinted
on his heart. The act of ‘re-writing’ the Scripture; namely, letting one’s
heart be an apt medium for the Spirit to reveal himself in the context of
one’s challenges of life, is a fundamental responsibility of every monk,
without which the proclamation of the message of the Kingdom of
God can be neither creative nor contextual. For Āchārya, here in lies
the prophetic role of monasticism.
In addition to it, he also assigns an eschatological role to
monasticism, as it has to stand in the world of time and space as an
experienced anticipation of the Kingdom of God to come in the end.
He states: “Established in a state of life which anticipates the
eschatological destiny of humankind, our ultimate lot, the monk,
thanks to the power of the Spirit living in him, witnesses to a prophetic
way of life.” 30 In this sense, the prophetic and eschatological
dimensions of monasticism are complementary to each other. To
prophesy means “to walk according to the Spirit, to live by faith, to
seek only the goods of heaven instead of those of earth, to forget the
past and apply ourselves exclusively to that which is before us.” 31 This
Francis Āchārya, MS 9.
Ibid., MS 11.
30
Ibid., MS 17.
31
Francis Āchārya, MS 18.
28
29
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way of prophesying demands a superior way of life, as “in it one
becomes attached to nothing temporal, nothing passing, but only to
spiritual and eternal realities.”32
St. Bernard sees the origin of the monastic order in the life of the Early
Church. He says: “The monastic order was the first order of the
Church. It was out of this that the Church grew. . . . The apostles were
her wonderworkers, and her members were those whom Paul calls ‘the
saints.’ It was their practice to keep nothing as private property, as it is
written: Distribution was made to each as each one had need.” 33 In
agreement with St. Bernard’s view, Āchārya also considers the life of
the faithful in the early Church as the foundation stone for
monasticism. In the early Church this way of life began under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit and the directives lay down by the apostles.
The faithful practised the Lord’s teaching of renunciation of earthly
goods for the sake of the Kingdom of God by giving away their
possessions to the poor.34 The Early Church was a Church of sharing,
which was the fruit of their love and concern for their fellow human
beings.
In pursuance of the monastic spirit of the Early Christian
community, Kurisumala Ashram too was eager to find effective ways
of addressing the daily problems of fellow human beings, especially
the poorer and the more needy in its vicinity. Accordingly, the ashram
planned a dairy/agricultural farm on a very large scale. Āchārya has
given expression to the need of monastic life to interact with the basic
human problems of the people in the following lines:
O vanity of vanities, whose vanity is rivalled only by its
vanity!
The walls of the churches are aglow,
But the poor of the church go hungry.

32

De Diversis 37: 6-7, MS 18.
MS 19.
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Francis Acharya, MS 18.
33
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The stones of the church are covered with gold,
While her children are left naked. 35

Martyrdom: A Monastic Charism
There is no greater love than this, that a man lays down his life for
his friends (Jn 15:13). The martyr is one who gives the greatest
witness to Christ by offering her/his life for her/his sake and for the
sake of his gospel. During the first three centuries martyrdom was
considered as the highest expression of one’s love towards Christ.
When the early centuries of persecution were over, the monks
appeared to be the successors of the martyrs. They were united with
Christ’s passion and death by a life of continuous self-abnegation and
sacrifice of total offering to God and his people. In the words of
Āchārya,
Just as martyrdom had been considered as a ‘second
baptism’ or as a baptism of blood in case the martyr had
not yet been baptized, because in it is fully realized the
configuration to the death and resurrection of Christ,
sacramentally inaugurated at baptism, so the monastic
life as a whole was considered as a second baptism or
as the highest fulfilment of baptism as the monk freely
unfolded in his life the sacramental mysteries. 36
The monks crucify their own desires daily for the greater glory of God
and salvation of the faithful. As a result, monastic life is neither a
particular function nor a ministry; rather, it is a charism of selfsanctification in view of God’s glory and salvation of the world, a
charism the Holy Spirit showers on his specially called ones through
the mediation of the Church. Seen in this way, the monkhood may be
regarded as the heart of the Church, incessantly beating the heavenly
tones of the divine mysteries of salvation revealed in Jesus Christ.

35
36

Apologia, cited by Francis Āchārya, MS 19.
Francis Āchārya, MS 20.
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Monasticism: Its Ecological Concerns
Āchārya started the Kurisumala ashram on a vast expanse of
barren land interspersed with hills and rocks. The natural caves which
were there were used by him for meditation and contemplation of the
Most High from below. He transformed this uninhabited land into a
beautiful garden, a serene tapōvanam, a forest for the ascetics, suited
to contemplation and meditation on the One, the True, and the
Beautiful. He made this barren land into a beautiful garden so as to
restructure Christian monasticism in an Indian environment. On the
occasion of his Shashtiabdapurthy (sixtieth birthday celebration of
Āchārya), the monks of the community made a remarkable felicitation,
in the following words:
These hills and rocks bear witness to the earnestness of
your asceticism, to the loftiness of your contemplation.
They breathe the scent of your humility, your assiduity
at prayer and work, your dedication. As the prophet of
old you set out to plant and to build. On this barren soil
you sowed new seeds; you made nature to yield new
plants. Wild animals withdrew to their dens in the forest
and cattle was reared, first to sustain the disciples that
had gathered around you, and soon to turn the whole
district into a land overflowing with milk if not with
honey. The wilderness became a well watered and
fertilized garden. Harmony was restored between nature
and man. Above all you sowed in the hearts of your
disciples the seed of a new life, a delicate blending of
your monastic experience in the West with the age old
ascetic practices and contemplative insights of our
Mother India, truly, a re-orientation of the Christian
monastic charism in an Indian environment.37
In line with the biblical as well as the upanishadic thinking
Āchārya considers the created universe as manifesting the
“Felicitations of the Community,” Francis Āchārya (ed.), Kurisumala: A
Symposium on Ashram Life (Vagamon: Kurisumala Āshram, 1974) 6-7, 6.
37
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incomprehensible God in a comprehensible way. He expands this
theme under the imagery of the ‘three books of meditation.’ They are
the ‘Book’ of Creation, the ‘Book’ of the Human Heart, and the
‘Book’ of God’s Word. The ‘Book’ of Creation brings peace, joy and
freedom of mind and heart to everyone who meditates on the created
nature.38 The Bhāratya Pûjā introduced by Āchārya is but the fruit of
his spiritual and mystical endeavor to unite the supernatural and the
natural on the sacramental symbol of the Eucharist, which he thought
can go in perfect unison with Indian thought and tradition. He states:
It is a completely Indian and completely Christian
celebration . . . Rooted in the Bible and apostolic
tradition, it adopts the richness of Indian tradition and
dons its garment. Water, light, incense, fire, flowers are
signs of homage in the whole world. . . . It is the
language of Creation, dear to the Indians from whom
the cosmic dimension is preponderant. 39
Moreover, for Āchārya the descent of the Word into the Body (a
reference to the Eucharistic mystery) entails on our part a presentation
of the world in its ecological integrity and beauty to the Word—a point
he thought could be well substantiated by the liturgical worship
offered to God in the celebration of the Bhāratya Pûjā.

A New Mode of Evangelization
Kurisumala has been instrumental in bringing about “a decisive
re-orientation of the Church’s attitude regarding indigenous forms of
Christian monasticism.” 40 Āchārya introduced new ways of
evangelization in India by familiarizing his monks with the art of
living and witnessing to the Christian ideals through adopting symbols
of Indian culture. Thus he reinterpreted monasticism as a unique
vocation to begin a new mode of evangelization in the soil of India,
Francis Āchārya, Meditation: Hindu-Christian Meeting Point (Vagamon:
Kurisumala Āshram, 41982) 16.
39
Bhāratîya Pûja, Vagamon: Kurisumala Āshram.
40
“An Interview,” 17.
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which, sad to say, seems not to have been sufficiently understood by
the majority of the hierarchy as well as a small number of the faithful.
In fact, he acknowledges that this was one of the major difficulties
which he had to face on the foundation of the monastery:
As regards the monastic life, I was then told repeatedly
that the great need of the Church in India was a
prosperous and well organized monastic congregation
from Europe or America. Indianization was considered
as a kind of apostasy in the eyes of those who could
think of religious life only in terms of Canon Law, and
for the broadminded it was something unpalatable or
sheer eccentricity. 41
Even amidst such unfavorable situations, he was guided by the
power of the Holy Spirit that prompted him to take a new leap of faith.
Through his experience, meditations and theological deliberations he
became all the more convinced that the best way of preaching the
Risen Lord to the heart of India would be the channel of monasticism
which stands here on earth as a bridge between the worldly and the
other-worldly, with the living and the risen. He says:
More than ever I felt the need of Christian ashrams. The
new foundation was to have the same purpose. It would
seek an encounter of Christian monasticism with
Hinduism, a meeting in which we should be ready to
receive a lot. We should however try this, while
keeping the life within the reach of the average Catholic
vocation in the country, and for this reason we would
tend only gradually to deeper Indianization. 42
In his untiring endeavor to build up a connecting path between
Christian monasticism and the Indian way of living, he became more
and more inclined to deeper Indianization with regard to the style of
praying, worshipping, learning, serving and day-to-day living. He was
41
42
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also convinced of the sociological and practical truth that a message
conveyed not in the language and culture of the people couldn’t be
effective or appealing. After all, the ability to convey one’s message in
the language of the listener is a basic condition of success in any
dialogue.

Ecumenism and Dialogue
It is worth noting that even before Vatican II Āchārya had pointed
out the need of inter-religious dialogue through a deeper insertion of
Christian monasticism into the Indian monastic tradition. He
expounded on his belief that “religions are made to meet and to
dialogue, not to be rivals or to fight.”43 He designed the entire life style
in Kurisumala ashram as deeply reflective of the respect Christians
need to have for other religions as well as a revelatory openness of
Christian spirituality towards other spiritual paths of Hinduism. In all
these we can decipher Āchārya’s deeply-rooted motivation to make
Christian monasticism an apt instrument of ecumenism and dialogue
with other religions. This has to be regarded as one of the major facets
of Āchārya’s perspective of Christian monasticism. In fact,
Kurisumala Ashram has proved itself as an ideal resort for ecumenism
and religious dialogue. There anyone, whether Catholic or not, can
come and stay with the monks so as to draw spiritual nourishment
from the Indian liturgy, deepen his or her sense of God and Christ
through the Antiochian Sunday worship, grow in deeper interior peace
and serenity of mind by participating in the Benedictine meditative
prayers and rediscover lost bonds with nature and fellow human beings.
To quote Āchārya himself:
Yet from our very beginnings at Kurisumala—and this
was before Pope John and Vatican II,—we have
conceived ecumenism and dialogue as two predominant
motivations of our life, of our prayer and work. We
believed that our first task was to remove from our
daily life and activities whatever was not consonant
43
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with these motivations. Even our prayers were to
undergo a real pruning to remove un-ecumenical
formulations and be more positively oriented to
embrace the wider interest of mankind, “the joys and
hopes, the griefs and anxieties of all men of this age.”
In course of time also it was to express a relation with
the great religious seekers of mankind. 44

Āchārya assigned great importance to living together in any
Hindu-Christian dialogue. He says, “from the very beginning, at the
ashram, we have sought living contacts with other Christians as well as
with our Hindu brethren.” 45 A good number of great and renowned
Hindu Sanyāsis found his ashram to be a suitable place to experience
joy, spiritual animation, mystical prayer, union with God and love of
the universe. Āchārya too visited various Hindu ashrams in the
Himālayās and spent much time with the monks over there in
meditation, mystical prayer and religious dialogue. Thereby, he
created a personal and lasting relationship with the members of such
ashrams. This was indeed of great mutual benefit for both, as Āchārya
himself says of it:
From there I could draw considerable inspiration not
only for giving Indian features to our worship but also
for conceiving the spiritual quest of the monk in terms
of, or in relation to the Hindu sadhanas or spiritual
paths. Even with regard to institution features such as
grades of membership, vow of stability, monastic
training etc. we have chosen to depart from the
Benedictine rule predominant in all western monastic
circles and to adopt the current monastic traditions of
India. Finally our dialogue with Hindu monasticism
took on a still more significant and living character
when Swami Dharmananda in 1968 was inspired to

44
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share our life on a permanent basis, as our Hindu
brother monk.46

Āchārya: The Prophet of Inter-religious Dialogue
Āchārya’s attempts to inculturate Christian monasticism had great
impact on the minds of a good number of western exponents of
monastic spirituality. Dom Jean Leclercq, for instance, has made the
following statement about Kurisumala, highlighting it as the most
‘Asiatic’ monastery. He says:
Looking back at this experience, I can hardly express it
adequately. I am still overwhelmed by the beauty and
riches of all I have seen and heard. Before leaving the
ashram I wrote in the visitor’s book that the monks had
anticipated Vatican II’s Decree on Missionary
Activity—the text saying that the ascetical and
contemplative traditions by which God, from ancient
times, has been at work in these peoples, must be
incorporated in the spiritual heritage of the Church. . . .
Far from meeting with any resistance, I found only
openness and receptiveness. Among all the monasteries
that I have visited in Asia, this one is unique in its
adoption of the indigenous way of life. It is true that
this is still to a large degree external, and it is the
renewal of the mind that matters—the acquisition of a
new mentality. But the beginnings of that are here
already, in the interest taken in the spiritual heritage of
India. The Holy Spirit, so to speak, needs such an
opening, in order to prepare and bring about the
encounter of Christianity with Hinduism. 47

46
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Āchārya was obviously aware of the need of not only knowing
about God speculatively but also experiencing Him mystically and
meditatively. As has been well remarked by Ed Ryce, “[T]he work of
the monk is to enter ever more deeply into the experience of God by
the practice of prayer and contemplation, and to seek for an ever closer
union with God in the depths of the soul. Such an experience will help
him to understand the Hindu mystical experience, as it were, ‘from
within.’” 48 Only then could Christian monasticism touch or stir the
soul or spirit of Indian religious traditions, and in particular, that of the
Hindu mystical heritage. Through the Bhāratya Pûjā he wanted to
build a bridge between the theological experience of the Risen Lord of
Christianity and the Indian mystical experience of the all-reigning God
residing in the heart of the universe. 49 It was but a week-long
preparation for him to praise and celebrate Christ, the King and the
Ruler of all, through the worshipful solemn celebration of the Sunday
liturgy in the Antiochian rite with all its theological teachings and
power to bring the entire nature to the praise and glory of its creator
and redeemer. This for Āchārya was the most potent, inculturated way
of celebrating the faith in the Risen Lord in India. It could be seen as
an effective means of communicating the salvific mystery of Christ by
bringing the entire universe to the worship and service of God through
Christ. Thereby we, on the one hand, re-enact the mystery of God’s
salvific love to the entire universe through the person of the Risen
Christ and, on the other, renew the mystery of salvation of the entire
world by presenting it to God so that it be made a fitting receptacle of
the saving gifts of the Spirit through the same Risen Christ.

Conclusion
The outstanding contribution of Āchārya to the Church in India
lies in re-invigorating and re-structuring Christian monasticism as a
Spirit-erupted stream or channel of evangelization, endowed with an
Ed Ryce, “Christian Monks on an Inner Journey to the Hindu Experience of God,”
Francis Āchārya (ed.), Kurisumala: A Symposium on Ashram Life (Vagamon:
Kurisumala Āshram, 1974) 35-36, 36.
49
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inborn power of constituting good news to the entire creation unto the
ends of the world. Christian monasteries should remain in the world as
satsangs (existential communion of consecrated persons) providing a
sojourn for peoples of different faiths approaching them in search of
peace, joy, and unity. They are divinely planted trees in the garden of
the earth filling the surrounding air with a fragrance of divine love and
brotherly charity, providing a shade of relief to the suffering,
downtrodden and broken-hearted and offering a protective shelter to
nature with all its human and non-human components. In this way, the
art of interreligious dialogue congenial to monasteries should, to all
intents and purposes, override the merely academic science of dialogue
confined, in the main, to a theoretical clarification of theological ideas
adhered to by the differing faiths. In addition to demolishing the walls,
the monastery should concentrate more on the building up of the triple
ways (Yoga-thraya) so that people can continue their pilgrimage to the
One, True and Beautiful, united in a bond of light (jnāa), love (bhakti)
and service (karma). It is to the great credit of Āchārya that he
successfully proved in words and deeds that Christian monastic living,
if patterned after an Indian style, of course not denying or liquidating
its theological, scriptural and liturgical identity, could be an
indefatigable source of radiating the universal salvific love of God
manifested in Jesus Christ, facilitating the wish and will of Christ that
all may be one in him as his Father and he are one. This is the pivotal
role to be played by the monasteries all over the world, and more
especially in India—a role the Kurisumala Ashram, inspired by the
vision and mission bequeathed to it by Āchārya, continues playing
with a notable degree of success, through a harmonious knitting
together of its triple roots, namely, Benedictine-Trappist monasticism,
the Antiochian liturgical worship and the Indian triple ways of jnāa,
bhakti and karma.
________________________
Dr. Cherian John Kottayil is a priest of the Diocese of Thiruvalla
belonging to the Malankara Eastern Catholic rite. He has obtained a
B.Th. from the Urbaniana University, Rome and B.A and M.A. in
Philosophy from the University of Kerala, India. He holds an S.T.D.
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and Ph.D. from the Catholic University, Leuven, Belgium. Currently
he is teaching Theology in St. Mary’s Malankara Major Seminary,
Trivandrum, India. For the last three years he has been working as the
Secretary to the Synodal Commission for Theology of the SyroMalankara Catholic Church.
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“While the differences we explore in inter-religious dialogue may at
times appear as barriers, they need not overshadow the common sense
of awe and respect for the universal, for the absolute and for truth,
which impel religious peoples to converse with one another in the first
place. Indeed it is the shared conviction that these transcendent
realities have their source in—and bear traces of—the Almighty that
believers uphold before each other, our organizations, our society, our
world.” Pope Benedict XVI to the leaders of interreligious dialogue in
Jerusalem on May 11, 2009
“I am proud to belong to a religion which has taught the world both
tolerance and universal acceptance. We believe not only in universal
toleration, but we accept all religions as true. . . . I am proud to belong
to a nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all
religions and all nations of the earth. I am proud to tell you that we
have gathered in our bosom the purest remnant of the Israelites, who
came to southern India and took refuge with us in the very year in
which their holy temple was shattered to pieces by Roman tyranny . . .
I will quote to you, brethren, a few lines from a hymn . . . ‘As the
different streams having their sources in different places all mingle
their water in the sea, so, O Lord, the different paths which men take
through different tendencies, various though they appear, crooked or
straight, all lead to Thee’.” Swami Vivekananda's [Narendranath
Dutta] Welcome to the World Parliament of Religions, September 1,
1893

The War Is Over, but the Struggle
Continues: The Plight of Tamil Refugees in
the North as a Crucial Issue in Sri Lanka
Today
Anton Gracian
Abstract: The author visited the north of Sri Lanka in early 2012 and lived
among Tamil refugees for some time. This short article is his sharing of their
harrowing experiences. He reveals the nature of the sufferings borne by the
Tamil refugees in the North of Sri Lanka that is otherwise unknown to the
people who live in the south of Sri Lanka. His comprehensive experience
consists of a wide gamut of facts such as the fate of the families of the killed
and the detainees, violations of human rights, militarization, occupation of
the land, violence against women and children, and problems in schools and
hospitals.

Introduction
A statement made by the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Sri
Lanka (CBCSL) in 1988 reads, “Justice is the crying need in Sri Lanka
today. Justice for the grievances of the minority communities, for the
right demands of the majority.” 50 The word justice is one of those few
words that are not only common in ordinary parlance in most of our
societies in the contemporary world, but has become hackneyed so
much so that it is used, misused and even abused. It has also become
fashionable today to rattle off the trite phrase ‘without justice, there is
no peace.’51

“Reject Violence as a Solution to any Situation,” The Missionary Oblate, No. 44
(Jan–June, 2011) 57.
51
Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace, Compendium of the Social Doctrine of
the Church no. 203 (Vatican City: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 2005); cf. also
Gaudium et Spes no. 77.
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In our most recent visit to the Vanni region in the north-east of Sri
Lanka, we visited many of the areas where the Final War (April–May
2009) between the Sri Lanka Army (SLA) and the LTTE (Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam) was fought. It was here that an estimated
250,000 people were trapped within a 14km strip of land along the
coast of the Vanni, which the Government had declared a 'no-fire
zone.' It was at this time that a mass exodus of Tamil civilians began
from the so-called ‘no-fire zone’ to the Government controlled areas.
While the LTTE was allegedly shooting at any civilians attempting to
flee, the SLA too continued to advance, reducing the LTTE controlled
land to a mere 10 km strip. According to the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), “[O]ver 196,000
people fled the conflict zone . . . while at least 50,000 people were still
trapped there.” On May 16, 2009, Sri Lankan troops broke through
LTTE defenses and captured their last hold in the North-Eastern
coastline. The number of civilian casualties during the Final War has
been subject to much debate, as the UN estimate of approximately
6,500 civilians differs from that of former UN Spokesperson Gordon
Weiss’s estimation of 40,000 civilians. In addition, in February 2012
the Sri Lankan Government released an official estimate of civilian
casualties, which concluded that 8,649 civilians had “died due to
extraordinary circumstances (reasons other than natural causes), in
2009.”52 The report did not differentiate civilians from the slain LTTE
cadres.
These facts and figures are a fair claim that the people of the
Vanni experienced the war at its worst and that under most harrowing
conditions. They had to cope up with multiple displacements. They
went through the agony of leaving behind the dead, not being able to
give their loved ones a proper burial. Though judging by our recent
visit to the Vanni and on hearing the stories of the people who had
returned there, they do not see any silver lining in the rain clouds cast
over the sky of their life.
Department of Census and Statistics, Sri Lanka, “Enumeration of Vital Events,
2011—Northern Province,” in http://www.statistics.gov.Ik/PopHouSat/
VitalStatistics/EVE2011_FinalReport.pdf (access on 1 March, 2012).
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Consequences of the War: Fate of the Families of the
Killed and of the Detainees
Almost every family we met in the Vanni over the last two
months (Jan–Feb, 2012) had a family member killed, injured or
disappeared. This was quite a significant fact considering the large
number of villages and families we visited. During the course of our
visit we got the impression that almost all Government authorities we
met with tended to withhold or “hide” information pertaining to deaths
and disappearances. Furthermore, those collecting such information,
such ourselves too, seemed to be at a potential security risk, as we
were under constant surveillance and scrutiny. In addition, no death
certificates have been issued to these family members. Many other
families here face the same dilemma, as they are unable to claim
compensation due to absence of the death certificates.
For the freed former combatants their movements are highly
curtailed. It is also a major problem in Vanni. Apart from their
monthly (sometimes weekly) reporting back to the military, if they are
to travel anywhere outside of their hometown, they are strictly
required to give all details pertaining to their visit, including the details
of persons traveling with them, the place of lodging, the duration and
purpose of the visit, etc., to the Civil Affairs Office (CAO) prior to
their departure. All these instances speak volumes of the prevailing
situation of oppression.

Violation of Fundamental Human Rights
Fundamental rights are restricted in the exercise of religion,
voicing of opinions, holding meetings and so on. It is quite puzzling as
to why a “victorious” Government such as ours still feels the need to
focus all its attention on forcing people to forget the past, rather than
on addressing their grievances and restoring their dignity so that they
do not continue to be victims of government-induced harassments. No
public functions or gatherings can be held in the Vanni without
obtaining prior approval from the military. In the rare case that such
approval is not obtained, as was the case of the opening of a
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community centre and a nursery school as well as the holding of a
nursery sports meet in different villages in the Vanni in February,
2012, the military had made prompt “house-calls” to check as to why
they had not been informed prior to the events. In most areas in the
Vanni people are not permitted to have birthday celebrations or even a
funeral, (denying the community from performing proper rituals for
the dead) without prior permission from the military/CAO. In short, no
type of gathering of people is encouraged without the prior consent of
the military. When that is the case, how on earth can they remember
their dead on 18th May when the rest of the country rejoices over the
war victory. Things are so bad that they cannot even offer a Mass for
their dead on that day. The army has threatened a priest in a village not
to have special Masses during May 18–20. Let alone the militants,
what about remembering and praying for innocent civilians who died
in war? A similar ridiculous happening was the prohibition of all
Masses in Catholic/Christian churches in the north on November 27,
2012, which was a Sunday, because the previous day happened to be
the birthday of the late LTTE leader Velupillai Prabhākaran. The
Sunday obligation is a perennial Christian practice. Can an army
heavenly or earthly dispense Christians from such an obligation? This
is a gross violation of fundamental human rights which are enshrined
in the constitution of Sri Lanka. This prohibition was so stern that
people were forbidden to light lamps or ring bells in churches. People
live in constant fear under such tight surveillance, where your every
move is scrutinized. One wonders what the state means when it claims
that “normalcy has been restored” to the people of the North.

Militarization
Militarization is quite normal in Vanni. The army runs shops
(Jana Halas) along the central A9 road and in other main “tourist”
areas, such as the PTK Junction, where such shops line up on both
sides of the road, and visitors are able to purchase even beer there.
There are also bars/taverns run by the military in areas such as
Kepapulavu, Mungilāru and Watuwāl to name a few. The public sale
and consumption of alcohol is also not culturally conducive to the
people of the North, who have not been in the habit of doing so in the
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past. Whilst travelling on the A9 road and even in interior areas, the
military is involved in the majority of the reconstruction work. One
school we visited was being rebuilt by the military, with an Army
Commander’s wife having donated the funds required for it. Both
these reconstruction efforts and the Army shops, apart from further
legitimizing the presence of the military in the Vanni, also have a
grave economic impact on local vendors and builders in the area, as
jobs that would ideally have gone to them are now being carried out by
the military. State-appointed Governors and Government Agents in
these predominantly Tamil-speaking areas like Mannar and Vavunia
are army officers whose loyalties are to the majority Sinhalese
government. Are there no suitable Tamils to be appointed to these
posts so that the governments become more credible? Is not this yet
another subtle form of colonization, making the Tamils minorities on
their own soil? The substantial presence of the military in the Tamil
regions leads to cultural decline, creation of antipathy in the youth,
loss of opportunity for the freedom of expression and prevention of
creativity and development. It is said that many of the thefts and antisocial activities are done by those who have come from the south on a
contract basis with the help of the army and their local supporters. 53

Occupation of the Land
On speaking to Tamil residents in Neravipiddy, Mulliawela (GS
Division MUL/11), we came to learn that tension between them and
the returning Muslim community was growing in the area. The
Muslims who were evicted from the North in the early 1980’s by the
LTTE are now returning to their former places of residence and
demanding their lands back, claiming that they never sold their land.
In most cases, neither party has any documentation proving either their
ownership or the deeds as these have got lost during the war. In some
instances, Muslim returnees have offered the current occupiers of their
land double the sum they sold the land for, in exchange for their land.
Still others have filed court cases against current Tamil residents.
A. Santhiapillai, “Rājyayē Yuddha Semarum hā Demala Janathāwagē Mathaka
Semarum,” (Government War-Victory Celebrations and the Remembrances of the
Tamil People”) Kithusara Newspaper [Sinhalese] (May–June 2012) 6.
53
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Tamil families say that they are spending most of their earnings on
court cases.
In Nāchchikudāh (GS division KN/74) we learnt from some
Muslim families that although the Tamils say that the Muslims had
sold their own lands and gone, many of the Muslims had just left when
they (the Tamils) were evicted, and so have a right to reclaim their
land. Even though the DS in the area has suggested alternate lands for
the Tamils, they don’t want to move, since such lands are in interior
areas and they don’t want to move inward and give up the prime land
in which they are currently living. A few Muslim returnees had deeds,
and as the land was also vacant, they had just moved in without a
problem. They told us how in certain instances where the LTTE had
distributed vacant private land to the landless, now the Government
does not recognize the LTTE as having had the authority to distribute
land. So those who have got land this way have no legitimate right to
the land, and so must return such lands to the Muslims.
“A terrorist for one, a freedom fighter for another” rings true in
the Sri Lankan context; even the Sinhalese King Dutugemunu (161–37
BCE) paid last respects to his Tamil rival, King Elara, and even went
as far as to have a monument built in his honor, where his mortal
remains were cremated. This significant action by King Dutugemunu
has somehow been overlooked by our current regime. In contrast, the
Government has done and continues to do everything in its power to
erase all traces of the “enemy” by destroying LTTE “Heroes
Cemeteries” and monuments, and building “Victory Monuments” for
the government soldiers all over the Vanni region.

Violence against Women and Children
As a result of the war many women are left widows; they face
much psychological trauma as well as economic and social hardships.
A Government official told us that even though some of these widows
have been given assistance by numerous NGOs, such initiatives have
for the most part not been successful or sustainable in the long run.
Particularly now with the rapidly increasing cost of living, these
widows require a long-term solution such as vocational training, so
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that they will be able to become self sufficient in the future. Widows
who try to make ends meet find some work in the male dominated
environments such as road construction or demining are made to face
much social stigma, while exposing themselves to potential
harassment by their co-workers. Many mothers whom we met find it
very difficult to bear the loss of their children. One mother still
venerates the picture of her child and offers a meal for him. She often
asks permission from her children before leaving the house, saying
that she’d return soon. She seems to be living her entire life in trauma
as she has had no psychological help to come to terms with the death
of her child. This is true of many other mothers in the Vanni. Some
nuns who run an orphanage in the Vanni told us how the children
would often have nightmares and wake up crying and asking for their
parents. Still others tend sometimes to get boisterous and disoriented.
Many of these children lost their parents in the Vanni during the last
stages of the war. The Tamil newspaper Thinakural reported that two
men who forcefully entered a house where a woman was alone, were
apprehended by her neighbours upon hearing the cries of the woman;
but while the two culprits were being taken to the police, they were set
free at an army check point and the people who accompanied them
were chased back by the army.

Problems in Schools and Hospitals
The military involvement in relief and reconstruction work denies
the local workers job opportunities that would otherwise have been
offered to them. Proper healthcare services, schooling and access to
public transport are grossly inadequate in the Vanni. Hospitals are ill
equipped and staff overworked; schools have a dearth of teachers and
a lack of adequate infrastructure and resources. Public transport
service is lamentable in interior areas, causing severe hardship and
inconvenience to the local people. Justice, the constant and perpetual
inclination to give each one his due, remains only a far cry for the
powerless ordinary people. 54 Even though most local hospitals don’t
Vimal Thirimanna, “Ethical Imperatives of Justice for a Genuine Reconciliation in
Sri Lanka,” in No More Ethnic Wars: Christian Perspectives on Reconciliation,
54
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have adequate facilities to treat their patients, people still prefer these
hospitals to larger district hospitals, as they are unable to afford the
transport cost of going to such larger hospitals. We met many people
who have still got shrapnel inside their bodies, in the cases of some
even along their backbones. Doctors have told them that it could be
risky to surgically remove them as it could result in paralysis. Many of
these patients suffer from severe discomfort and pain when made to
stand for long periods. These are some of the major issues in Vanni.
There were many challenges that we faced during this mission. We
were told that a majority of doctors and nurses practicing at certain
regional hospitals in the Vanni were Sinhalese. Some are even preinterns, awaiting their results. In such cases communication has
become a significant issue, as doctors and patients are unable to speak
to each other. However, the post-war scenario gives us the impression
that reconciliation is highly unachievable and insurmountable because
of the situation that provoked the people. 55

A Concrete Case: The Village of Dharmapuram
Dharmapuram is a village 13 kilometers east of Kilinochchi, along
the Paranthan-Mullaithivu road in the North of Sri Lanka where
refugees have been settled. They were provided with dry rations for six
months by the government. As there are no proper employment
opportunities except as casual daily labourers (which does not mean
every day), staying hungry for several days has become something
normal. Some are even forced to beg for their meals from neighbours.
People buy raw foods on credit from local boutiques. After some time,
when the people cannot pay the credit back, the boutique owners
refuse to sell on credit. Most people dwell in huts made of eight
tarpaulin sheets for the roof given by the UNHCR (The UN Refugee
Agency). This little hut is their bedroom, lounge and kitchen. With the
Indunil Janaka Kodithuwakku, ed. (Bandarawela, S.L.: Center for Catholic Social
Communication in Uva, 2011) 104–30, 105.
55
Indunil Janaka Kodithuwakku, “Reconciliation as Evangelizing Mission,” in No
More Ethnic Wars: Christian Perspectives on Reconciliation, Idem, ed.
(Bandarawela, S.L.: Centre for Catholic Social Communication in Uva, 2011), 1–21,
7.
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blasting heat of the day hell fire breaks into these huts. When it rains,
floods wash them away. Although a new house costs Rs. 600, 000.00,
the government would give only Rs. 325, 000.00. Even from that they
would get only Rs. 225,000.00. The balance sum of Rs. 100, 000.00 is
needed for the house to be completed. How can these starving people
find the balance? So the houses remain only half-built. Water shortage
is acute in this village. They only have a few wells but there is no
running water. Digging a well costs Rs. 200,000.00. Their alternative
is a small pond which they use for bathing and washing together with
their animals. Such ponds are carriers of water-borne diseases. This
becomes worse during the rainy season as there are no proper toilet
facilities. The village has no electricity supply. Their source of light at
night is unsafe bottle lamps filled with kerosene oil. The village
government school has classes from year one up to year 13. There is a
dearth of teachers, especially for science-mathematics streams. The
children cannot afford to travel to Jaffna or Kilinochchi for schooling
or tuition. The government hospital at Dharmapuram which has only
one doctor (whereas it needs six) and caters to the neighbouring cluster
of villages suffers an acute shortage of basic equipment and staff. The
government has discouraged the hospital staff from talking to the
media about health facilities. The villagers remarked that the
politicians of all parties visit them before the elections and that only to
ask for their votes with some false promises, and thereafter disappear
until the following election.56

Conclusion
If any development activities have taken place in this region, these
are not to meet the needs of the local people, but simply to parade the
victory of war before the world and the international community. All
development projects in the north are handled by southerners. Can
they assure that the income generated in the north remains in the north
for the development of the north? It was reported that more than 50
banks were opened in the north and a huge sum of money has thereby
Subash Somachandran, ‘ Sri Lanka: “Resettled” Tamils in Vanni Live in Poverty,’
in http://www.wsws.org/articles/2012/apr2012/srva-a28.shtml (28.12.2012).
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been collected. Was a good part of that money used for the
development of the region? 57 The refugees remain in misery. The
resettled refugees have many problems to face.
In this situation reconciliation is only a dream. True reconciliation
cannot be realized by sweeping the causes of suffering under the
carpet. The civil authorities ought to transform the structures and
processes which permit and promote violence, discrimination and
oppression. Thus, the cardinal moral virtue of justice has to be
translated into behavior and social structures.58
It is not an escape to wash our hands like Pilate and say that we
are not to blame for these things. Instead of accusing others, it is better
to see and accept our responsibility. Therefore, as Pope John Paul II
says, “On my knees I beg you to turn away from the paths of violence
and to return to the ways of peace. . . . Violence only delays the day of
justice. Violence destroys the work of justice. . . . Do not follow any
leaders who train you in the ways of inflicting death. Love life; respect
life, in yourselves and in others. Give yourselves to the service of life,
not to the work of death. . . . Violence is the enemy of justice. Only
peace can lead the way to true justice.” 59
Sri Lanka can also think of traditional forms of restorative justice
and its spiritual heritage in a multi-religious atmosphere to find a
lasting solution to justice-related issues. The Church teaches that true
peace can be achieved only through forgiveness and reconciliation.
Yet this mutual forgiveness embraces justice as well. The Church in
accepting the importance of judicial bodies to ascertain the truth about
crimes committed during armed conflicts, observes that it is necessary
to go beyond the determination of criminal behavior, both of
commission and omission, together with procedures of seeking
Santhiapillai, “Rājyaye Yuddha Semarum hā Demala Janathāwage Mathaka
Semarum,” 6.
58
Kodithuwakku, “Reconciliation as Evangelizing Mission,” 11–12.
59
Pope John Paul II, Homily at Killineer, near Drogheda, Co. Louth, Ireland, on Oct.
29, 1979; also found in “Reject Violence as a Solution to any Situation,” The
Missionary Oblate, No. 44 (Jan–June, 2011) 56.
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reparation. 60 All religions have the common spiritual platform that
recognizes truth, justice, mercy, and peace as essential components for
reconciliation. In the same way, an interreligious approach to national
reconciliation has the potentiality of bringing lasting peace and
harmony to Sri Lanka through different forms of dialogue; namely,
dialogue of life, dialogue of action, dialogue of theological exchange
and dialogue of religious experience. It was Pope John Paul II who
said that there can be no peace without justice and no justice without
forgiveness. 61 Sri Lankan religions have a special mission in this
regard because as Pope Benedict XVI repeatedly teaches, religion
cannot by definition preach hatred, but forgiveness and peace. 62
Returning violence for violence multiplies violence, adding
deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars. Darkness cannot
drive out darkness, only light can do it. Hate cannot drive out hate,
only love can do that. Hence, let’s love one another to experience true
justice in the country. Justice by itself is not enough. Indeed, it can
even betray itself unless it is open to that deeper power which is love. 63
Pope John Paul II in his homily during the beatification of Fr. Joseph
Gerard, OMI, on September 15, 1988 in Lesotho said, “Reject violence
as a solution to any situation, no matter how unjust it may be. Put your
trust in the methods that respect the rights of all and that are fully in
accord with the Gospel. Above all, trust in the God of justice, who
created all things, who sees all human events, who holds in his hands
the destiny of every person and every nation.”
________________________
Anton Gracian is a scholastic of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate
studying in the third year of theology in view of his B.Th. examination
at the Sri Lanka National Seminary, Ampitiya. He holds a B.Ph. from
Kodithuwakku, “Reconciliation as Evangelizing Mission,” 13.
Pope John Paul II, “Message for the World Day of Peace, 2002,” no. 3. in
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/messages/peace/documents/hf_jpii_mes_20011211_xxxv-world-day-for-peace_en.html (access 25.07.2012).
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the Urbaniana University, Rome as well as a B.A. (Hon.) from the
University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka. He writes to local journals and
newspapers.
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“Peace among religions is a precondition for world peace. But
religions, as religions, can never be at peace with each other. To
enable religions to be instruments for peace we need to enable, first,
religious communities to progress from religion to spirituality. For the
world order to be one of peace and justice, for the global village to be
a theater of right livelihood, it is imperative that a new and proactive
spiritual vision commensurate to the challenges of the emerging world
order be enunciated without delay. The challenge is to make ‘right
livelihood’ a universal goal. Recognizing this value in a symbolic way
through an award like this is a significant step in the right direction.
This is not, however, our journey’s end. We must not rest until right
livelihood is within reach of every human being upon this earth we
love and cherish. We all have a role to play in achieving this goal.”
Swami Agnivesh
“Several million Sarvodaya adherents in Sri Lanka have proved that
they can transcend racial, religious, linguistic and ethnic barriers to
accept a common state of ideals, principles, and constructive programs
to build a new society as collectively envisioned by them.”
A. T. Ariyaratne

*********************************************************

Ethics as a Point of Convergence between
Early Buddhism and Christianity
with Special Reference to Thomas Aquinas’
Ethical Paradigm
Leopold Ratnasekara
Abstract: This article takes on a core theme in Buddhist-Christian dialogue:
namely, the question of the ethical teachings in these traditions that offer a
common platform not only for an intellectual debate but also for practical
action. It examines the ethical codes of Christianity (particularly, Thomistic)
and Early Buddhism, their basic ethical concepts and the nature of their
obligations. In the world-religions of Buddhism and Christianity great
emphasis is placed on good ethical behavior based on the dignity of man,
submission to the dictates of reason, being guided by the light of moral
conscience and working for the common good and social upliftment. At the
same time, they take us to the heights of spirituality by proposing a
transcendental human destiny (nibbāna, union with God) beyond this
ephemeral and phenomenal world, thus relativizing mundane realities,
though not denying or depreciating them. These become two excellent
pedagogies towards social reform in our society for a much-needed moral
regeneration and renewal.

Introduction
In recent times there have been many Buddhist-Christian and
other inter-religious encounters both in Sri Lanka and the world over
spear-heading inter-religious initiatives for bringing religions and their
leadership together even at high levels with the aim of ameliorating
mutual understanding and planning common action to build up a
____________________________________
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culture of tolerance and peace in society. 64 Ethical considerations offer
ideal avenues to engage these religious forces and energies. Ethics is
clearly a common platform for an encounter between Buddhism and
Christianity for it concerns morality in relation to good, both of which
are central to religion.
It is natural that there can be positive and negative reactions to
these activities due to entrenched prejudices, suspicion and at times
fear linked to certain wounding events of past history. Yet, such
creative gestures are meant to be genuine and honest efforts to
improve and recast inter-religious relations especially at a time when
such a spirit of dialogue and goodwill is absolutely necessary for the
well-being of the world-society. Religions can no more stay in the
ritual of their shrines or in the cult of their temples and churches. They
have to become leaven in society and catalysts of social
transformation. All religions acting together in a spirit of dialogue and
cooperation will bring in a valuable contribution towards avoiding
extremist positions among themselves and to help temper such
destructive attitudes in the social, cultural and even ideological
spheres.
This article takes on a core theme in Buddhist-Christian dialogue:
namely, the question of the ethical teachings in these traditions that
would offer a common platform not only for an intellectual debate but
also for practical action. Every religious philosophy contains an ethical
code that demands from the adherents its strict observance at the risk
of forfeiting faithfulness to the fundamental religious tenets, if
violated. Ethics concern wholesome and right moral behavior in the
personal and social comportment governed by the basic tenets and
doctrines of the respective religious teachings in question. In this
particular case, we need to examine the ethical codes of Christianity

As for example, World Conference of Religions for Peace, which is the world’s
largest inter-religious organization. It has consultative status at the U.N., with its
continental, national and regional units working especially on harnessing religious
resources and creating mechanisms for both preventing conflicts and reconciliation
work in post-conflict societies.
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and Early Buddhism, 65 their basic concepts and the nature of their
obligations. All ethics presuppose an ultimate end or purpose for
which human action is directed.66 Naturally at this point, there enters
the question of the moral goodness and evil of the human actions
involved: human actions that are performed with full consciousness,
with deliberation and freedom of will. 67 Only human beings can have
such an ethical code for it is written into their very rational nature that
makes them capable of reflection and moral choice. Animals and
plants clearly cannot have a moral life or a code of ethics.

Radical Teaching of Anatta
Both Buddhism and Christianity hold morality in high esteem and
contain strict codes of ethics based on their fundamental religious and
philosophical principles. Both affirm that happiness cannot lie in
exterior goods that have a transient nature, such as wealth, social
position, power and not even capabilities of body or mind. 68 It is true
that Buddhist philosophy in certain aspects is vastly different in its
concepts vis-à-vis its mode of approaching and understanding of the
reality of human life. Though they may stand in contrast,69 it might not
necessarily be contradictory. The fact that these two systems come
from two different cultural backgrounds and civilizations accounts for
this diversity. The God-question itself, so central to Christian
philosophy, creates a big chasm between the two systems. St. Thomas
Aquinas propounds two sources of knowledge: reason and sacred
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H. Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics: Essence of Buddhism (London: George Allen &
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scripture.70 Hence, Christian ethics is theological with virtues that lead
people to experience God as the final end and fulfillment of human
existence.71 And so, Christian ethics is well defined as: “that branch of
theology that studies human acts so as to direct them to a loving vision
of God as our true, complete happiness and our final end. This vision
is attained by means of grace, the virtues, and the gifts, in the light of
revelation and reason”.72 The same problem arises with the Christian
insistence on the reality of a conscious, individual and spiritual
personality found in every individual, the moral subject which is the
seat of responsibility. 73 Buddhism is wholly averse to such a concept
of a person since an individual is considered only as an accidental
coming together of the five elements without any substantial unity in
it, the so-called pañcakkandha which is destined at death to
disintegrate into its elements including consciousness. So, in
Buddhism, there is a radical denial of a reality which is identified as an
“abiding self”. The rule of anatta or no-soul pervading all phenomena
is an all-embracing principle that supports its associate dimension of
anicca or impermanence of all phenomenal reality. In this connection,
even free will is considered to be at stake, for it is conditioned as well
and is subjected to impermanence, the law of flux and change. 74
Despite such a phenomenological base, the demand on ethical
behavior is paradoxically clear, for the practice of the five basic sīla or
disciplines, the pañca-sīla is categorically laid upon all. Every lay
person75 must at least, as a minimum requirement, observe these five70

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Contra Gentiles, Book I, cc. 1–9. (Twin light of
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fold precepts in order to be disposed for a sorrow-less existence (or a
happier birth as some wish) in the future and to have at least a glimpse
of the happiness of nibbāna, the state without sorrow, greed and
rebirth.

Cause-Effect Principle (Hétu-Phala Vāda)
In Buddhism there is no external moral law giver, unlike in
Christian moral theory that refers to the moral law within man to be
flowing from the divine law, which really is an eternal law. The moral
law instead is within the action itself and is thus called the “law of the
deed”. The deed performed will carry in it and with it, its happy and
salutary or its unhappy and insidious result. This is the so-called
“kammic effect”. The basic Buddhist doctrine of the Cause-Effect
principle comes here to the fore. However, an individual need not
always become a victim of these consequences, for he can and should
use his freedom, though limited and conditioned, to commence doing
morally good deeds born of wisdom, compassion, non-violence and
right knowledge and thus entering the path of attaining liberation from
suffering and turning the tide of kamma. This will lead to reversing the
course of bad effects incurred. A happy life is one devoid of suffering
of all kinds: physical, mental, psychological and existential. The last
and the most important forms of dukka are that of sankhāra-dukka and
viparināma dukka, i.e., those bound with conditional states and those
of change. Happiness means being cut off at its root from all
possibility of continuous re-birth.76
Desire, greed or tahā as it is called, is the root cause of suffering,
and re-birth occurs webbed in the classical twelve-chain wheel of life,
which spans from ignorance and recoils into repeated death. Greed can
only be overcome by destroying ignorance that attaches an individual
to the wrong idea of him being a person (or, self), the biggest and the
most disastrous illusion in life of all. 77 Such is the philosophical
reasoning behind the imperatives of ethical behavior which as we
Thera Piyadassi, The Buddha’s Ancient Path (Kandy: Buddhist Publication
Society, 1974) 43.
77
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know is presented in the eight-fold path of wisdom composed of its
three-tier division of wisdom, moral conduct and concentration: the
Ariya AttañgikaMagga.78 It is a whole range of mental discipline that
brings a person through bodily, intellectual and mental purification to
reach the state of sorrow-less bliss that is nibbāna.
In all these things, the resources for initiating, sustaining and
succeeding in the efforts for self-purification are found within oneself.
There is no external help that one can look to: not even the Buddha can
help in one’s liberation. The doctrine of self-liberation experienced
and taught by the enlightened Gautama has to be realized in the case of
each individual by his own efforts. The Buddha has only pointed the
way by himself realizing the emancipation from suffering and the
cycle of births. 79 He thus is a guide, a guru and a hope-giver. This
effort is basically mental in nature. It can be called a mental culture.
All listening to “baa” preaching, all efforts at meditation, bodily
yoga, external acts of compassion and loving kindness, taking refuge
in the triple gem, the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha are meant to
facilitate and dispose the mind for this gradual growth. Unless this is
reached, the Buddhist ideal remains an elusive one and will not
materialize in an individual’s profound experience. The dhamma
doctrine has to be tested in one’s own life. Nibbāna is the crowning of
one’s own personal efforts. Each Buddha is one in whom as an
individual the dhamma has been fully realized or experienced.

Pañca-Sīla
Thus we see that Buddhism advocates a tremendous personal
initiative and responsibility in liberation. Ethics is meant precisely for
that. And, those who fail by the ethical standards fail in achieving
liberation from suffering. 80 Moral conduct being a fundamental need
78
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for the purification of the mind and reaching wisdom in its highest
levels, it is demanded of all as a condition sine-qua-non. The laity
desirous of a virtuous life must practice at least the pañca sīla, the five
precepts of refraining from injuring life, stealing, lying, taking
intoxicating drinks and sexual misconduct. This is laid down as the
fundamental moral base. There is further the sīla of the mind, mental
culture of disciplining and purification of the thinking process leading
to the right understanding of the way things are: namely, that there is
universal dukkhā caused by greed, all things are impermanent and that
the illusion of the self is to be avoided at all costs. The attachment to
this wrong and mythical self leads to enormous moral derangements
and is the cause of multiple levels of ignorance that is the root cause of
all other chains of incarceration in life. As we see, this is a very
elegant and exalted ethical discipline governing the body, speech and
mind, the three classical doors of moral action in Buddhism. Though
criteria for judging the moral nature of human actions are found in
different places in the Tri-pitaka, a standard criterion is taught in the
Kālāma-Sutta which can be considered a golden rule. In that ethical
discourse which is addressed to the Kālāmas, it is said that: “Kālāmas,
when you yourselves know, these things are bad, these things are
blamable, these things are censured by the wise; undertaken and
observed, these things lead to harm and ill, abandon them.” 81 The
converse is true for those things that are good. Actions are judged
good or bad accordingly as they are meritorious or demeritorious and
directly conducive to or impeding the attaining of nibbāna.

The Ten Commandments
Christian morality and its ethical code demand the practice of the
basic moral virtues or cardinal virtues as they are called: wisdom
(prudence), justice, fortitude and temperance. There is the imperative
to curb all inclinations to mental pride, sexual misconduct, violence to
persons, dishonesty and selfishness in social relations. Further, the Ten

History from Ancient Benares to Modern Colombo (London and New York:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1988) 74.
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Commandments or the “Mosaic Decalogue” 82 as it is called could be
considered as a charter of natural morality in this. It points out the
virtuous ways of relating to others and dealing with their property and
belongings. Respect for parents and elders, respect for life, sexual
discipline, mental purity, being truthful and respect for others’ goods
are included in these Ten Commandments. We could however say that
these moral precepts find their rationale in the worship of the One and
True God from whom man receives these demands incumbent on his
human nature. Therefore, there is a law of human morality written in
the heart of human beings and revealed to them by the light of reason.
These moral laws are finally based on the divine law in which human
reason and human nature participate. Man is considered partaking of
divine providence in the exercise of his free moral choices and thus
providing for himself in a responsible manner. He is able to govern
and provide for himself. However, it is a type of dependent autonomy
since the source of natural law is coming from outside of himself,
namely, God who is its author. The point to be appreciated is that all
moral systems insist on some moral law in the light of which actions
are judged as good or evil. As in Buddhism, so in Christian Scriptures,
there is reference to deeds that are in accordance with human nature
and reason or those contravening them. People reap good or evil
results accordingly. For example, St. Paul, a pioneer advocate of
Christian ethics, teaches the Roman citizens of his time that apart from
any religious law, there is a law written in the hearts of people to
which their own conscience bears witness. It is a moral instinct. Those
who break this moral law fall into such despicable and demeaning
behavior that they end up behaving even worse than animals 83. The
encyclical letter of Pope John Paul II, entitled The Splendor of Truth84
teaches the need to affirm and accept universal and permanently valid
precepts prohibiting intrinsically evil acts. It also teaches the absolute
nature of the moral good. Hence, from the Christian point of view,
there is a clear insistence on the natural precepts of the moral law that
can never be flouted without debasing human nature and man
82
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becoming irrational and even sub-human. We also know that
imperatives such as “Do good and avoid evil” with its secondary
applications such as “do not kill, lie etc.” are the first principles of the
practical moral reason85 that are universally valid and therefore cannot
be denied without doing violence to right reason itself.

The Denial of God and Law of the Deed
In Buddhism there is a denial of a divine principle at the base of
the moral law, which Christian Ethics say is enshrined in human nature
and is known by human reason. Buddhism tides over this denial of
God by introducing the “Law of the Deed” that determines the moral
quality of the actions with their consequent good or evil effects or
vipāka. As we saw already, it is the law of causation (hétu-phala). This
is forcefully taught, leaving the moral subject alone responsible for
positing his actions. The moral responsibility devolves squarely on the
individual with the consequences of the actions he has to face
subsequently. This is why ethics is central to the Buddhist way of life.
In fact, without the basic discipline of the five sīla, it is impossible to
attain to the purification of the mind which entails the discipline of
thought (sammā sankappa) and the right vision of things (sammā
dihi), both of which constitute “wisdom”: the highest component of
the eight-fold path. However, there is an inter-action of all eight
different factors of this path as taught in the fourth and final Noble
Truth: sīla, samādhi and paññā. Passions when out of control cloud
the activities of the mind and prevent right thinking and right vision.
The eight-fold path is central to the spirituality of self-liberation which
is the radical thesis of Buddhist philosophy. All actions advocated by it
concern performing things in the right way (sammā vācā, sammā
kammanta, sammā ajīva etc.). Without these virtuous actions, it is
impossible to attain moral perfection. We have hence to appreciate the
various vicissitudes of mental and ethical imperatives that are strongly
insisted upon in Buddhism.
Both Buddhism and Christianity not only insist on individual
moral discipline of a personal nature, but also teach the social
85
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dimension of moral behavior. Only disciplined individuals can make a
virtuous society emerge and be maintained as such. Many social evils
begin with the malice of individual actions. Wars, as it is said, are born
in the hearts of people. The one who governs must be an individual of
wisdom and virtue since he is interacting with a whole society or a
nation of which he is the guardian and not the owner. Buddhism exacts
in such persons a code of ethics and good-governance called the dasarāja dhamma (the ruling-ethic of ten-fold virtues).86 In addition, when
evil gets socialized and institutionalized, it breeds structurally warped
and disorderly societies where frightening forms of moral evil give rise
to public moral decadence, social tension and rebellions. Bribery and
corruption, exercise of absolute power and forms of dictatorship that
infect many countries of our present world and of which there is much
news and debate in the media, are such types of modern-day evils.
Christianity calls them “structural sins” or “social sins”. 87 So we see
how the evil roots of greed, hatred and ignorance can take on social
forms and generate collective evils.

Moral Depravity
The mass media of today in many ways has become a source of
such social moral depravity. With what sense of moral responsibility
and conscience the editors of these programs launch them in the public
media is an enigma to behold, for there are also rules of morality
Dāna (“generous giving”), Sīla (“moral character”), Pariccāga (“sacrifice”),
Ajjava (“honesty and integrity”), Maddava (“kindness”), Tapa (“austerity”),
Akkodha (“freedom from hatred”), Avihimsā (“non-violence”), Khanti
(“forbearance”), and Avirodha (“non-opposition”). Kingship is also central to the
Cakkavatti-Sihanāda Sutta which envisages an idealized world-ruler (Dīgha Nikāya
III, 58–79).
87
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governing social communications which even the public authorities,
like the State, have to ensure. However, the opposite is also very true;
namely, that good can take on social and structural forms to the benefit
of all (bahujana sukhāya). This structural goodness has to be fostered,
especially in public life. In this manner, bribery and corruption can be
deterred. A culture of peace, honesty, compassion, selflessness and
generous service of others, if made to be a dominant quality of public
life, what a difference and blessing it would make in achieving a
dharmita society! Precisely the opposite makes a society vile, vicious
and dangerous. There is nothing absolutely wrong in the religious
Scriptures, rites, doctrines and rituals that are enacted faithfully in the
shrines of worship and the religious observances that are kept. They
have their value. But it must be matched with moral practices that
resonate with what they signify. Ritual devoid of moral observance
impoverishes religion and it begins to lose its charisma and liberative
potential. The rites must inspire our daily living. It is heartening
therefore to see that both Buddhism and Christianity condemn social
and structural evil. 88 They are at bottom the social forms of greed,
hatred and ignorance. In Christian terms, they are social forms of
idolatry and human pride.
In both religious traditions, man is looked upon as constantly
challenged by evil but at the same time also capable of overcoming it.
He has his psychological, mental and rational resources to equip
himself in his combat with moral evil. The ability to reason out and
perceive certain actions to be evil in principle, and the capacity to
freely reject evil and seek the good in the light of those basic primary
moral principles (synderésis in Christian philosophy) 89 , is a
specifically human trait. All social evils today in our world: masspoverty, degradation of the environment, oppression of the weak,
88
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denial of human rights, tendency to violence, derangement of the
youth, clash of ideologies and civilizations, unbridled hunger for
power and its abuse in all its forms, all forms of violence of life, the
spirit of consumerism and extreme competitiveness etc. can be traced
to the basic triple evil roots mentioned above. In modern terms there is
the need to neutralize the dictatorship of an intellectual relativism
(ignorance), an ethical hedonism (greed) and a cultural secularism
(violence). In Buddhist social analysis these very three roots are seen
as the basic causes of evil in society and public life, namely, in the
field of culture, economics and politics. According to the Christian
vision, such evils are a result of disobedience to the moral law written
in the heart of man which is knowable by reason. Clearly, this moral
law has its social implications. Buddhist ethics too has a close
connection with a social philosophy. 90

Reason and Its Rule
Through reason, human beings can judge and discern between
good and evil. Virtues are established by right-thinking reason. Their
medium is reason. Virtues are actions inspired by right reason and
hence reasonable in every sense of the word. Virtues avoid extremes.
Anything that contravenes human reason goes against human nature,
its basic dignity and destiny. Those who are bad and wicked are those
who defy the rules and dictates of reason. Christianity defends the
existence of basic moral principles of practical reason, as stated above.
These first principles are inviolable and immutable and of eternal
duration. If violated, it results in immoral actions not worthy of the
human being. Their immorality is due not only to the fact that they
militate against utilitarian ethics or situational ethics that would insist
on their baneful consequences for the perpetrators as well as for the
victims, but also because they spring from sheer and arrogant ill-will
that is blinded by moral ignorance or blamable ignorance that could,
however, be overcome with moral education.
90
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No laws can be accepted as just and legally binding if they do not
obey these fundamental laws of ethics. Direct abortion, directly
intended euthanasia, torture of any kind, weapons of mass destruction
are, without question, great moral evils that cannot be justified on any
rational ground simply because they defy the demands and dignity of
the human reason. Such actions unleashed in a modern culture can
make society lose all moral sense and be thus blinded in conscience. It
is here that Buddhism and Christianity can act as the moral conscience
of mankind. They can have a healing effect on a wounded person and
society.91

Human Dignity and Its Demands
Human dignity is the heart of morality and ethics. What is
ethically right, including laws, are those that stand to reason and
uphold human dignity. No force on earth can defile that dignity. Any
law legalizing evil has to be, by its very nature, unethical and immoral.
The ethical commitment of religions to human dignity stands to gain in
guiding the course of morality in different fields such as social ethics,
medical ethics, business ethics and even ethics in politics.
In the light of the above, it is encouraging that both Buddhism and
Christianity stand by the dignity of man and condemn all irrational
behavior as immoral. The brazen violation of moral standards in
behavior and rejection of criteria for defining moral goodness and evil
can in no way be condoned in a civilized society, as attested to by the
teaching of the two religions. Both look to a destiny of man that
transcends the world of change, death and decay. Earthly goods such
as power, pleasure, social position and wealth, when pursued with
relentless greed and selfishness, bring frustration and suffering. These
goods that are of a relative value are not to be considered as the
absolute ends of man and are not to be pursued for their own sake.
Buddhism teaches restraint in the attachment to these material goods
and advocates an even path between unrestrained pleasure (hedonism)
and self-torture (self-mortification). This is why, for example, rightlivelihood is a virtue in wholesome living.
91
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Detachment
One must avoid these extremes and practice a detachment that
impedes greed. The impermanent nature of all things has to be well
understood. In both traditions, a rational criterion dictates morality,
whether the moral law comes from outside or is activated by the deed
of man himself. This is a great bridge of understanding that brings
Buddhism and Christianity to the same platform of the debate,
dialogue, discussion and cooperation. In the light of many statements
put out these days by both Buddhist and Christian religious leaders,
this appeal to reason together with the recognition of the human
dignity of all persons without distinction of ethnicity, creed and
language, has stood as the clarion call to sanity and restraint in the
behavior patterns in the rank and file of people. It augurs well in the
interest of peace and reconciliation. If this ethical imperative can be
pushed stronger through consistent common efforts of religions, it will
certainly be a valuable contribution to the restoration of the peace and
justice that have long been lost for decades in some countries. The
strong and clear ethical teaching of these two religions must be
invoked with greater insistence in the interest of the welfare of the
various communities that form the current social fabric, as for example
that of Sri Lanka: a land with its mosaic of multi-ethnic, multireligious and multi-lingual diversity. Such a society cannot endure
without respect to its diversity and pluralism.
The great moral virtues of loving kindness (mettā) and
compassion (karuā), sympathetic joy (muditā) and equanimity of
attitude (upekkā) so dear to Buddhism stand in good parallel to the
love of the neighbor and forgiveness bestowed even on the enemy, that
has been performed in its manifold ways as taught in Christian ethics.
No religious writing is ever a match to the beautiful hymn to Love that
St. Paul sent to the ancient city of Corinth, educating its first Christian
believers in their new noble way of life. It says: “If I speak in the
tongues of mortals and of angels, but do not have love, I am a noisy
gong or a clanging cymbal.…If I give away all my possessions and if I
hand over my body so that I may boast but do not have love, I gain
nothing….Love is patient; love is kind; love is not envious or boastful
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or arrogant or rude. It does not insist on its own way; it is not irritable
or resentful; it does not rejoice in wrongdoing, but rejoices in the truth.
It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all
things.” 92 This amounts to saying that Christian morality is oriented
towards inter-personal communion with others in love and with God,
who is the source of love, unlike in Buddhism where the pursuit of
moral perfection leads only to a personal state of liberation.

Conclusion
Tolerance is a common virtue that is a derivative of both systems,
Buddhist and Christian. All these moral attitudes lead to the spirit and
practice of dialogue needed in a society that is pluralistic. This
pluralism in its many facets is today more than evident in modern-day
societies. Inter-religious goodwill and cooperation help reconcile the
plurality of religions and exploit the richness of multi-culturalism that
we have to reckon with today in general in our world-society. In the
world-religions of Buddhism and Christianity great emphasis is placed
on good ethical behavior, sound morality based on the dignity of man,
submission to the dictates of reason, being guided by the light of moral
conscience and working for the common good and social upliftment.
At the same time, they take us to the heights of spirituality by
proposing a transcendental human destiny (nibbāna/ union with God)
beyond this ephemeral and phenomenal world, thus relativizing
mundane realities, though not denying or depreciating them. Here then
are two excellent pedagogies which can bring reform into our society
in view of a much-needed moral regeneration and renewal.
________________________
Leopold Ratnasekara OMI, S.T.L. (Rome), Ph.D. (Rome), Th.D.
(Paris), is director of the Oblate Scholasticate, Ampitiva, Sri Lanka;
Professor of Theology and Comparative Religion at the National
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the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Sri Lanka.

*********************************************************

“The end of the Cold War removed the immediate causes of whole
destruction—but not the threat contained in our knowledge. We must
tame this knowledge with the ideals of justice, caring, and compassion
summoned from our common human spiritual and moral heritage, if
we are to live in peace and serenity in the twenty-first century.”
Mahnaz Afkhami

“To assert that it is possible to establish peace between men of
different nations is simply to assert that man, whatever his ethnical
background, his race, religious beliefs, or philosophy, is capable of
reason. Two forces within the individual contribute to the development
of his conscience and of his morality: reason and sensitivity.”
Léon Bourgeois

"As believers we all have an opportunity and moral obligation to
recognize our spiritual common ground; to rise above our differences;
to combat prejudice and intolerance."
Queen Noor of Jordan

*********************************************************

The Hindu Trinity (Trimurti)
Hero Badlani
Abstract: The article begins with an introduction to basic concepts of Hindu
philosophy, especially in reference to true values of life. The homogeneity
and essential unity of all religions in regard to these values is noted, as each
different religion contributes to the present global interfaith movement. Next
the author outlines the ancient search for God, where the supreme power
above everything was visualized in different forms in different places. Then,
focusing on India, the reader is led through the Aryan Vedic period, when the
deities of nature became the gods in all worship, to the Creation Hymn of the
Rig Veda, which subtly points to the formless, transcendental principle of
pure consciousness, an understanding that has now become a key part of
philosophical discussions on religion and God all over the world. And
finally, because the common man then, as perhaps now, was not yet ready to
understand the abstract God so easily, Hindu seers came forth with the idea
of the Trinity of Gods, the Trimurti, each of which was given a human face.

Before I describe the ‘Hindu Trinity,’ I wish to acquaint the
readers, especially the non-Hindu readers, with the basic concepts of
Hindu philosophy, which is anchored on Dharma—the true and
righteous values of life. I also strongly believe that there is an essential
unity and homogeneity of all the religions in regard to these values and
spiritual teachings. However, even as all religions are similar, they are
not same. There are differences and variations as there are between
any two individuals, even if they are twins! The Supreme Lord has
assigned each one a unique role to play according to situations and
circumstances. At the Parliament of the World’s Religions, held at
Chicago in 1893, Swāmi Vivekānanda quoted a beautiful verse from
an ancient Hindu scripture, ivā Mahimna Stotra: “As different
streams having their sources in different places all mingle their waters
in the sea, so, O Lord, the different paths, which men take through
different tendencies, various though they appear, crooked or straight,
all lead to Thee.” He concluded his address by summarizing the
message of his master, Sri Ramakrishna: “Criticize no one, for all
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doctrines and creeds have some good in them. Show by your lives that
religion does not mean words, or names, or sects, but that it means
spiritual realization.” 93
There are two ideologies in the world today: the ideology of one
religion or faith, and the ideology of multiple faiths. The believers in
one religion feel strongly that their faith is the only one that leads to
the spiritual evolution and salvation of man. They would not accept
that other religions or faiths could also lead to the same end. The
believers in multiple faiths have a more open-minded approach and
feel that mankind may attain spiritual wisdom through many different
paths. There are many gradations of attitude, however, in this second
category. Some practice tolerant exclusiveness; they tolerate other
beliefs but do not wish any more closeness. Others believe in interfaith
dialogue. They maintain a good communication with other faiths. Yet
there are those who go beyond that to practice interfaith enrichment:
They have a mutual respect for and an interest in learning from other
faiths. Inter-religious tolerance is not enough; inter-religious respect is
needed. In modern times, the talk of one religion being superior to
other religions is gradually fading. Most don’t accept that one religion
is right and another is wrong; they are simply different. As all races of
the world are considered to be equal and free, so too are the various
religions. The world at large is coming to terms with religious
pluralism. It is important to realize and accept the fact that for any
individual, his or her own faith is the best; there is simply no point for
competition or confrontation among various religions.
God created man, and then man created religion. The first protohuman beings walked upright as long as six million years ago; that is,
proto-man walked on his two hind limbs instead of on all fours, as his
ancestors did. Religion, however, came into being less than ten
thousand years ago. Hindu sages (i) had an ingenious approach
toward religion, or dharma, as they would call it. They conceived that
when a thing or being is created, its dharma is imbedded in it. For
example, the dharma of fire is to burn. Hindu sages then meditated
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long to discover the dharma of man, the manav dharma. They
conceived dharma as the inherent duty in accordance with the laws of
the cosmos.
Evidence of proto-religious activity in the form of rituals,
however, probably dates back to a much earlier period. In fact, the
caveman made his first attempt at healing and guiding others possibly
as early as one hundred thousand years ago. These were, of course,
homespun attempts toward the more developed features, which would
follow much later. Before the written word came into existence, all
such ideas and activities were passed on by word of mouth or through
cave paintings. As such, the records of the prehistoric period are not
very clear or fully authentic. 94
Man’s earliest encounter with religion would have been in the
form of viewing natural phenomena as magical and mystical
occurrences. His thinking brain might have posed questions such as,
“Who brings the sun in the morning?” Man started to attribute superior
powers to an unknown command, beyond his strength and energy. He
considered the sun, the sky, the fire, the wind, and other natural
elements as gods, the supreme authorities. In the earliest period of
time, such developments in human society were tribal in origin. These
tribes each had their own set of geographical and cultural conditions,
as well as circumstances, to mold and challenge them. Man responded
with many thoughtful reactions, and in the process, he built a treasure
trove of wisdom to guide him. The tribal groups later merged into
larger racial or ethnic divisions. It is also likely that, with the natural
development of the structure and function of the human brain, these
new perceptions came to man from within himself, rather than solely
from one man to another. Around the same time, similar ideas and
thoughts started sprouting in various and distant geographical regions.
Thinking man gradually understood his humble place in the vast
cosmos of God. The Godhood became established. Ancient Hindu
sages, much like the saints of other faiths, linked the vast infinite
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creation of the universe with the Creator. As man was searching for
God, the supreme power above everything, he visualized God in
different forms in different places. Thus evolved the distinct religions;
each with its own set of rules and regulations. In this diversity,
however, there would also be a factor of unity. All religions professed
faith. All religions (except Early Buddhism) accepted the invisible
supreme power of God Almighty. All religions also advocated that
man should live a life of virtue and morality, while abandoning vices
and selfishness. In several religions there would be God incarnations,
messiahs, or simply godly or divine persons, who would lead others on
the path of spirituality and divinity. Religion and spirituality would
teach man to give more than to take; to help and care for others; to
love and nurture the beings and non-beings. These divine qualities
would also usher in the progress and prosperity of human civilization.
Without these special qualities, there would be no real progress; man
would be like an animal.
God also created in man the fountain of inner joy, within his own
self. Whenever man did a righteous or virtuous act, he would feel
peace and bliss. In the long voyage of religious evolution, this fountain
of joy would sustain and inspire him more than any material thing ever
could do. Indeed, it would be the search for this bliss, or ānanda, as it
is described in Hindu philosophy, that would keep people on this path
in the face of the most severe obstacles. Religion is the root factor of
ethics, connecting others with sympathy and compassion, as children
of a divine family. It is the common experience of every man that he
feels more happiness or sorrow mentally than physically. God
endowed man not only with a physical body, mind, and intellect but
also with a higher faculty, the spiritual soul. As man advanced in his
evolution, he became gradually more mind-oriented than bodyoriented. Later, he would reach for even higher peaks of growth. He
would become more spiritual in nature. He would imbibe the spiritual
or divine qualities. He would be a loving, nurturing, forgiving, and
helping creature. He would do all these things, of which the lower
creatures are not capable. He would eventually find the treasure of
inner joy, irrespective of whatever the outward conditions of his body
might be. He would be beyond the pain and sorrow of the physical and
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the mental worlds. He would see God in all beings, and he would be
blessed with eternal joy!
Dalai Lama said, “Relying on the dharma (religion), we will be
able to generate happiness and eliminate suffering.” 95 Simply put,
religion enhances the quality and merit in all our deeds, and in the
process creates more success and joy in our lives. In human history,
religion became the great unifying force of culture and the guardian of
tradition. 96
In the Aryan Vedic period, the deities of nature became the gods
in all worship and rituals. Sun, moon, fire, wind, and other nature
entities were worshipped. But soon the idea of one Supreme God
became established. In the Creation Hymn, the Nāsadiya Hymn of the
Rig Veda, the single primordial principle tat or “that” has been
described. This subtly points to the abstract, formless, transcendental,
and all pervading principle of pure consciousness. It is a tribute to the
genius of the ancient Hindu sages that this concept of divine
consciousness, which they presented more than five thousand years
ago, has now become a key part of the philosophical discussions on
religion and God all over the world.
However, the common man then, as perhaps now, was not yet
ready to understand the abstract God so easily. Hindu seers came forth
with the idea of the Trinity of Gods, the Trimurti. Three Gods, with
different faces, were projected, and each was mythological in origin.
They were each given a human face for easy acceptance.
The Trinity of Hindu Gods consists of the Lord of Creation,
Brahma; the Lord of Preservation, Viu; and the Lord of Dissolution,
ivā, who is also called Mahesh. In Hindu philosophy, however, this
envisages one continuous chain of events. For example, the destruction
of the morning is the creation of the evening, and the destruction of the
evening is the creation of the night, and so on. Even death in Hindu
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thought is merely an interlude from one event to another. Destruction
or death is the dissolution, which is again followed by creation. The
three gods of the Hindu Trinity are more of a symbolic nature; behind
these the one, transcendental, formless God is visualized and accepted.
Even though the three Gods of the Hindu Trinity appear to be assigned
different functions, there is no rigid division. Each manifestation in
fact represents the Supreme one God in totality; the division is
arbitrary and superficial. For the followers, each God of the Trinity is
absolute and complete.
Lord Brahma, the Lord of Creation, is also called the Lord of
Progeny (Prajāpati). He has four faces and four arms. The four faces
represent the four Vedas. The four arms of Lord Brahma are symbolic
of the four aspects of his inner personality: the mind (mana), the
intellect (buddhi), the ego (ahamkāra), and the divine consciousness
(citta). Lord Brahma uses the swan as his vehicle. The swan, or hamsa,
as described in Hindu mythology, has the faculty to separate milk from
water (symbolizing moral discernment). Brahma is also considered the
source of all knowledge, and as such he is wedded to Saraswati, the
goddess of knowledge and wisdom. All these attributes again point
toward the symbolic nature of Gods in Hindu philosophy. The role of
Lord Brahma, however, has remained limited in Hindu faith.
Lord Viu is the Lord of Preservation. Literally, Viu means
“all-pervading.” Thus, the symbolic significance of the Divine as
formless and transcendent is emphasized. Lord Viu is also projected
in many forms. He is portrayed as a dark-blue youth, upright in
position. He, too, is a god with four arms, representing omnipresence
and omnipotence. One hand holds the conch (sankha), signifying
creation; the second hand holds the discus (sudaran chakra) to signify
the universal mind; the third hand carries the mace (gada) to signify
life force; and the fourth hand carries the lotus (padma) to signify the
universe. Lord Viu is also portrayed in the reclining posture on the
coils of the cosmic serpent, the ea. A lotus emerges from his navel,
from which Lord Brahma appears. Lord Viu is believed to be the
transcendental Lord, who watches the universe in his own calmness
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and would manifest in the world repeatedly to restore righteousness
(dharma) whenever called by his devotees. 97
Lord Viu’s consort is Lakmi, the goddess of wealth and
prosperity. Lord Viu is also identified as Nārāyana, possibly
originating from the pre-Vedic culture. 98 Lord Viu in the Hindu
pantheon is emblematic of complete evolution. He has been presented
as taking ten incarnations. In each incarnation, he has acted as a savior
of the world. The ten incarnations of Viu present an amazing
account of the evolutionary phases in the Creation.
The first incarnation of Viu is in the form of matsya, a fish; he
protected the sacred Vedas from being lost in the great deluge. In the
second incarnation as Kurma, a tortoise, he held the universe in
balance when the gods and demons began to churn the ocean to extract
the nectar of immortality (amta). In the third incarnation as Varaha,
the boar, he killed the demon Hiranyaksha and saved the Earth from
drowning in the ocean. In the fourth incarnation, Lord Viu came as
the half-lion/half-man Narasimha and destroyed Hiranyakasipu to save
the demon’s own son Prahlāda, who believed in the eternal god
Nārāyana. In the fifth incarnation as the dwarf Vāmana, he helped the
gods, who were treated unjustly by king Bali. In the sixth incarnation
as Lord Parshurāma, he fought with the kings to save the Rishis. The
incarnation of Parshurama indicates a caste war between the learned
Brahmins and the warrior or katriya communities. In the seventh
incarnation as Lord Rama, he destroyed wicked Rāvana, as described
in the epic of Ramayana. In the eighth incarnation as Lord Kriā, he
killed the evil and atrocious Kamsā and also guided the truthful
Pāndavas against unjust Kauravas in the battle of Mahābhārata. In the
ninth incarnation, he appeared as a gentle and non-violent human
being, full of wisdom, as Lord Buddha. He taught the technique of
meditation and inner transformation of the mind to overcome the
sorrow and evil of life. In the tenth incarnation, which is yet to come,
he would be called Kalki and would again become the savior of the
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just and the righteous. He would ride on a white horse, representative
of the indestructible hidden nature of things. 99 The Kalki legend is
familiar and has been repeated in one form or another in most cultures,
such as Persian, Jewish, Christian, Tibetan, and many Central Asian
cultures. Even Native Americans had their version in the legend of
Kukulkan. 100
The Viu incarnation as Lord Kriā is the most popular form. It
is, in fact, in this form that the Lord gave a pledge to man: “Whenever
sins will rise, I shall incarnate and redeem mankind.” It is also in this
form that the Lord gave mankind the eternal spiritual teachings in the
scripture of the Bhagavad Gitā. Some historians believe that Kriā
was the hero of the Yadav tribe, which merged with the original Vsi
tribe in the fifth or sixth century BCE. Lord Viu first manifested in
the Vsi tribe and later appeared as Lord Kriā. Subsequently,
human incarnations of the god Viu also became well accepted in
Hindu theology. 101
Such has been the universal approach of Hindus that they even
called the gods of the other religions the Viu incarnations. Lord
Buddha and Lord Christ have been considered to be Viu incarnates.
Unlike other faiths, the Hindu religion is rather liberal in assigning
godhood to human beings of high spirituality. This is really not so
surprising, as Hindu philosophy teaches, Ekam sad vipra bahudha
vadant—“One alone exists; sages call it by various names.” Hindus
have, therefore, no rigid and inflexible attitude in this regard.
In the epic scriptures of Rāmāyana and Mahābhārata, God was
fully presented for the first time in the real human form as Godincarnate. This archetype has later continued; even in modern times
saints like Bhagwan Swaminārāyan and Satya Sāi Babā have been
accorded the same status by their respective followers. Thus the Viu
incarnations, which were mythological in the beginning, became more
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real and historical later. Their characteristics and attributes also
changed; this is much in keeping with the dynamic pattern of Hindu
religion.
In the Hindu pantheon Lord ivā, the third manifestation of the
Hindu Trinity, occupies one of the earliest and foremost places. His
carving is found in the ancient Indus-Saraswati civilization. There he
is seen in his famous yogic pose, meditating. He is, therefore,
considered to be the originator of yoga and meditation, two formidable
activities that would become most celebrated—after more than five
millennia! As such, he is also called the Ādi Guru, or the first guru of
sannyāsins, who have renounced the world to attain the Absolute.
Sivā, or ivā, also means “auspicious one.” Lord ivā, who is
considered to be the Lord of Death and Dissolution, thus gets a new
look. As the auspicious one, Lord ivā is hailed as the Lord of
Compassion. Legend has it that when the gods (devtās) and the
demons (asuras) churned the ocean to extract the nectar of
immortality, there first appeared a most noxious poison, harmful to all
beings. They all rushed to Lord ivā who, in his compassion, drank
this dark poison to save the universe. Thus the eternal virtue of ivā
became known, and his compassion in protecting those who needed
rescue, even if it meant drinking the most deadly poison for their sake.
Lord ivā, however, did not swallow the poison but retained it in his
throat. He is, therefore, also known as the god with the blue throat, the
Neelakhaa. The poison became the ornamental necklace for Lord
ivā, encouraging mankind not to hesitate to help others and to
mitigate their sorrows. Lord ivā, who earlier was identified with
destruction and dissolution, became more established as the god of
auspiciousness (favourability or propitiousness) and compassion. In
Hindu scriptures there are many prayers for auspiciousness, not just
for the devotee who is praying but also for all creation. These prayers
would sow the seeds for non-violence in the Hindu religion.
Lord ivā has three eyes—the sun, moon, and fire. The third eye,
agni, is also considered the eye of inner vision; hence, it is often
invoked at the time of meditation. It is said that with the third eye, he
burned desire, or kāma. He, therefore, is also named Trilōchan, the
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lord with three eyes. He has the crescent moon on his forehead,
signifying knowledge and mystical vision. His matted hair and ashsmeared body indicate austerity, and around his neck is the serpent
energy, Kundalini akti, moving from the spine upwards. Lord ivā is
completely embedded with symbols and icons and is the essence of the
ancient Hindu divinity. In some scriptures, ivā is identified as the
supreme consciousness, the divine wisdom of the cosmos. He is
portrayed with a blue complexion, indicating his infinite stature. Lord
ivā has two sons, Ganapati and Skandha. His main consort, the
goddess Pārvati, assumes other forms as well, such as Durgā, the
bright one; Sati, the devoted wife; Bhairavi, the terror inspiring; or
Kāli, the black one. Nandi, the white bull, is the vehicle of Lord ivā
and is present at the entrance of all ivā temples. In scriptures, Nandi
represents man (jeevātman), who is in eternal search of the Divine.
In the Hindu pantheon gods often interchange their positions,
superseding each other variously, ultimately pointing to the union of
all into one universal Divine. Viu becomes Prajāpati, encompassing
Brahma as the ‘Creator’, Viu himself as the ‘Preserver’ and ivā as
the ‘Destroyer.’ Viu literally means all prevalent; he is also known
as ‘Nārāyana’, one who ‘moves on water’; in this form he is presented
in human form lying on the coiled serpent Adi-ea. From his navel
emerges Brahma, the creator God. As Vi he is more an object of
devotion rather than fear, clearly pointing towards a change in Hindu
perception; later even the ferocious ivā too became more known as
the kind-hearted god of ‘compassion.’ Heavens/sky (Vaikuha) is also
the abode of Lord Viu, made entirely of gold with all comforts and
luxuries provided for those who have performed good deeds in the
world, with the Ganges flowing through it. It is believed that the
Ganges originates from the feet of Lord Viu, and later traverses
through the hair-locks of Lord ivā before coming to earth. 102 This
reflects the Hindu mindset of an underlying subtle mythological
attitude towards the evolving patterns of humanity at large. Through
these sojourns Viu’s omnipotence was established. He became the
savior of all who would fall at his feet and seek his protection from the
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evil-mongers. There is thus an amazing similarity in the epics of Christ
and others, whom Hindus too adore as Viu-incarnations.
Much of the divine power and glory from the earlier Vedic gods
of nature were transferred to the Divine entities of the Hindu Trinity,
Brahma, Viu and ivā. However, in the Hindu pantheon the old was
never completely annihilated and discarded. Some of the Vedic gods
have persisted till today; Indra, Yāma. Varua, Agni, Sûray, Vāyu,
Sōma, and Kubēra together were known as ‘world-guardians.’ Many
other new gods apart from the Trinity appeared on the scene; Ganēsha,
Skanda, goddesses who became consorts of the Primary gods of the
Trinity, animal gods, river gods, etc., came to the forefront.103
Hindu religion, which originated in India, has a vast background
of tribal origin. Among them are four important tribal groups: AustroAsiatic, Tibeto-Burman, Dravidian, and Indo-Aryan. The earliest was
the Austro-Asian, which group passed by the Indian subcontinent from
Africa on its way to Australia about fifty thousand years ago.104 It is
likely that the three mythological Gods, and so too the subsequent
sects and sub-sects, owe their origin to different tribal groups. The
acceptance of the Vedas as the supreme authority, however, eventually
became the melting point of many diverse ethnic cultures toward the
formation of Hinduism. In the long history of Hindu religion, the
relationship of the followers amongst various sects and sub-sects has
remained rather cordial; violence has been conspicuous by its absence.
Many Hindus worship all Gods of the Trinity with equal respect and
devotion. Others, who have allegiance to a particular God, also
maintain a reverent attitude toward the other Gods. Hindus visit
temples of all Gods freely. Many temples in modern times are multideity, with idols of more than one God installed for worship
ceremonies.
________________________

Dr. Hiro Badlani was born in 1934 in Sind, now in Pakistan. After the
partition of India in 1947 he migrated and settled in Mumbai
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(Bombay). He studied medicine and practiced ophthalmology for over
40 years before relocating again in 1998. He is now based in Los
Angeles, California. Dr Badlani has dedicated his present time, what
he calls the “second inning” of his life, to the study of Hinduism and
its teachings. His first book, Hinduism: Path of the Ancient Wisdom,
was published by iUniverse USA in 2008. The book is shortly
scheduled for its second Indian edition by New Age Books, a
subsidiary of Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, New Delhi. He has been
writing articles for magazines and journals in India and in the USA as
a free lance writer for over 25 years.
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

"We who have been born Buddhist, Hindu, Christian, Muslim, or any
other faith can be very comfortable in each others’ temples, mosques,
and churches, praying or meditating together to create a spiritual mass
of consciousness which can overcome our greed, hatred, and
illusions." Dr. A. T. Ariyaratne
“God has made different religions to suit different aspirations, times
and countries . . . . one can reach God if one follows any of the paths
with whole-hearted devotion.” Hindu Mystic Rāmakrishnā
“Peace is not the product of terror or fear. Peace is not the silence of
cemeteries. Peace is not the silent result of violent repression. Peace is
dynamism. Peace is generosity. It is a right and it is a duty. Late
Archbishop Oscar Romero
“All too many Muslims fail to grasp Islam, which teaches one to be
lenient towards others and to understand their value systems, knowing
that these are tolerated by Islam as a religion.” Abdurrahman Wahid

Rituals in Religions and Struggles for
Justice:
The Issue of Land
Tissa Balasuriya
(with the help of Lieve Troch)
Abstract: The author instantiates the resistance to the problem of empty
ritualism divorced from the real struggles of the rural people in the life of Fr.
Michael Rodrigo, OMI. The intuition of Fr. Mike in choosing the rural sector
for his work was an interreligious one rooted in the conviction that land is
the basic issue for survival. The issue of land is still the core issue in Sri
Lanka, as it is in the world. The origin of the unequal distribution of land is
to be traced to the colonial times. The Christian Churches shared in the
colonial expansion of the European nation states. Global justice demands a
redistribution of land without people to the people without land. But there is
no means in the world system to bring about a rationally planned and
peaceful redistribution in the present world. The Churches and other major
religions can bring considerable influence to bear in all the countries of the
world. Various religious rituals and the Christian Eucharist without justice
are a sin and blasphemy.

To write about the relevance of rituals is to step into the center of
the life of Michael Rodrigo, OMI, and the vision he had during his life.
In this article I want to highlight three things: firstly, how Fr. Mike
was dealing with the issue of rituals and justice and how it led to his
life with the rural people. Secondly, I will broaden this rural and land
issue to a more global picture, and at the end, I want to come back
briefly to the problem of rituals and justice.
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1. Fr. Michael Rodrigo and the Land Issue
When we briefly look at the whereabouts of Mike, his search,
preaching, action and life, we see that these were circling around the
issue of educating people in order to work for justice. In his life
religious rituals were a start or conclusion of his day to day concern
and work for justice. It is worth mentioning some of the issues that he
confronted before he landed in Badulla. As a young theologian he was
teaching for some time at Ampitiya seminary. During the latter part of
his career as a teacher in the seminary his interest was related to
theology and liturgy. He was someone who was ever more convinced
of the fact that liturgy has to relate to life lest it became ritualism, and
kept on challenging those who tended to forget the same.
Unfortunately, there were some who did not catch the wave length of
his reasoning. With the crisis at the National Seminary in 1971, he left
the seminary and began his studies at Institut Catholique in Paris and
obtained his second doctorate in the field of theology and liturgy.
Coming back to Sri Lanka, again the same problems arose and this led
him to the rethinking of what theology really should be about.
In the early seventies Fr. Mike, Bishop Leo Nānāyakkara and I
came to the brave conclusion of setting up a seminary where students
could be trained in an independent way so that it may lead them to the
priesthood; the goal of this education was to combine practical work
for justice with theological reflection and to introduce them to a
different lived spirituality. The set-up of this enterprise took place at
Talāhēna, Mālambē which was at that time my residence. An
alternative teaching method and formation of some ‘official
candidates’ from Ampitiya seminary, together with another group of
students who were eagerly studying theology in a new key, related to
justice issues at stake in the country, came into being. The support of
young people for this alternative formation for ministries grew. The
desire of Fr. Mike, Bishop Leo and me was shared by prominent
leaders from the Anglican churches, and in these roaring seventies our
vision for a different church and society grew every day and attracted
many groups and social movements.
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But to combine liturgy and church rituals with justice issues
stayed under suspicion. Fr. Mike also used to celebrate Eucharist with
some groups of nuns. The same problems arose there: because of the
combination of a daily challenge for justice with the Eucharistic
prayer, the sisters started to feel uncomfortable and preferred their
normal Mass without thinking about justice issues. The rejection of
these ideas by Church authorities made several people at that time
radicalize. The sudden death of Bishop Leo was a shock, and led to the
closing of the alternative education for seminarians. At the same time,
it generated the radicalization of ideas and practices. In the city of
Colombo the Center for Society and Religion grew and got connected
with several social movements; Fr. Mike took the step to go and live in
a more rural environment to connect his life with farmers, mostly
Buddhists, in the region of Bandārawela and later Buttala.
The intuition of Fr. Mike in choosing the rural sector for his work
was an interreligious one rooted in the conviction that land is the basic
issue for survival. It brings people to the earth as the basic sustainable
source of life and survival. How then is rural work so underestimated?
Why are landlords so eager to use the land for their own benefit, not
giving possibilities to the farmers and even selling the land to big
enterprises? Again here Fr. Mike connected his theological thinking,
Eucharistic celebration and practice to each other, putting the land
issue in the center of his thinking. And here again strong reactions
came from different sides. It cost him his life. Rituals, be it from the
Buddhist, Hindu, Christian or Muslim side, are not bringing about a
better world. They may sustain our yearning and our gratitude, but
they are empty without the daily work for justice.
The issue of land is still the core issue in Sri Lanka, as it is in the
world. Is this not a responsibility of all the religions to really work for
justice, and not to use all the time for prayer? Is not the responsibility
for our earth and all living beings the best way to thank the divine for
this gift of living on this planet? God does not need our prayers; God
does not need our glorification; the divine may enjoy seeing that all the
creatures are happy with the gift of life. To deal with the land, the
division of the land in a just and sustainable way is something
religions did not take seriously in the past and present. Therefore, we
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will have a brief look at what happened within the world and
Christianity on a world scale in relation to land and population. It will
be a modest way of honoring the memory of Fr. Mike, who himself
was working on this issue in the rural communities around
Bandārawela and Badulla in Sri Lanka.

2. Land, Population and Sustainability
i. Present Situation of Land and Population
Let us look at the following statistics:
Future Trend … Population Extrapolation … 2000–2150
(Ageing Population)
World Historical and Predicted Populations by Percentage
Distribution

World
Africa
Asia
Europe
Latin
America
North
America
Oceania

1750
100
13.4
63.5
20.6
2.0

1800
100
10.9
64.9
20.8
2.5

1850
100
8.8
64.1
21.9
3.0

1900
100
8.1
57.4
24.7
4.5

1950
100
8.8
55.6
21.7
6.6

1999
100
12.8
60.8
12.2
8.5

2008
100
14.5
60.4
10.9
8.6

2050
100
19.8
59.1
7.0
9.1

2150
100
23.7
57.1
5.3
9.4

0.3

0.7

2.1

5.0

6.8

5.1

5.0

4.4

4.1

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

These figures show that the West is decreasing in population
except the USA, which increases partly due to immigrants from the
rest of the world. It is an ageing population. European countries may
not now have enough workers to keep up their social services,
especially for their ageing populations. Hence Western countries,
including Oceania, are looking for new migrants, especially skilled
personnel to keep up their work-force in numbers and young in age.
Asia and Africa are increasing in population. Their populations are
younger than those of the western countries. The indigenous peoples
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of South America and Oceania are also increasing in numbers and
growing in the consciousness of their rights. The poor countries will
feel more the impact of climate change and the pollution of the earth,
water and air, and the exhaustion of non-renewable natural resources.
The relative inequality of the distribution of land to population by
countries will worsen in the coming decades. The advantage is for the
countries populated by the white race, to the disadvantage of the
“people of colour.” This shows that the world system is racist. Global
justice demands a redistribution of land without people to the people
without land. But there is no means in the world system to bring about
a rationally planned and peaceful redistribution in the present world.
The international law that prevails is the law that “might is right.” The
world has a system of lawlessness. The war in Iraq since March 2003
proves this. There are mass movements of millions of people, in the
US and elsewhere, converging at demonstrations for peace throughout
the world as before the invasion of Iraq in 2003.
Christianity: numbers decrease in the North due to the reduction
in population, alienation from the practice of religion and the
secularization of society. Significant ageing of clergy and of religious:
closure of seminaries and sale of churches and buildings of religious
communities in the West. Christianity is becoming more a lived
religion in the South: Latin American, African and some Asian
peoples.

ii. Colonization as the Cause of Present Ills
How did the present world system come into being and what are
its implications for moral theology and global ethics? The present
world system came into being since 1492 as part of the process of the
conquest of the “new world” by European national states. That process
involved the invasions of the Americas, Oceania, and African and
Asian peoples by different European powers. Portugal and Spain had
the initiative in this conquest of the “new lands.” They were followed
by Britain and France in the subsequent centuries. The Dutch and
Belgians joined later in this colonial expansion—as in Indonesia in
Asia and in Congo in Africa. The original native inhabitants were
incapable of resisting the European invaders. Many of the native
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people were annihilated by the militarily more powerful European
powers. The native indigenous people who escaped such annihilation
retreated to the interior of these lands, leaving the areas they had
formerly inhabited to the European invaders. The map of the modern
world was made mainly by the European (colonial) expansion, with
such annihilation and expulsion of the natives, by war among colonial
powers, and by purchase of vast areas of land from other colonizers,
usually after their conflicts. Such chasing away and annihilation of the
indigenous peoples of the Americas and the Aboriginals of Australia
and of New Zealand were followed by the settlement of Europeans in
these lands. The scramble for Africa is particularly revealing because
of the collective effort to share the spoils of the dismemberment of
Africa at the Council of Berlin in 1884–1885. It is from such processes
that International Law evolved its concept of sovereign states, without
any consultation of the subjects involved. Europeans presumed
themselves to be civilized peoples with the right to carve out imperial
regimes from the “terra nullius” inhabited by inferior (uncivilized)
peoples.
The Christian Churches shared in this colonial expansion of the
European nation states. The European peoples and Churches regarded
the native indigenous people of the rest of the world as non-Christians,
unbelievers. According to the traditional theology that prevailed in
Christendom during 1500 years from the fifth century to modern
times, these people were considered not destined for eternal salvation.
Christians possessed nearly 56–60% of the land surface of the earth.
They also controlled migration and settlement in these vast new
expanses. In the period 1492–1945, before the Second World War, it
was possible for the rising population of Europe to settle in those
lands. This gave the countries in which the European Christians
resided control over vast resources not only of agricultural land, but
also of minerals and a considerable quantity of the world’s oil that was
required for industrial development. Of the 35% of the human race
who are Christians, many are in Africa and Asia. So the descendents of
the European people who may constitute less than 25% of the world’s
population have effective control of about 55 to 60% of the lands. The
European people had a policy of excluding non-whites from their
colonies till recent times. While the population of Europe was
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increasing in the 17th to 20th centuries, they had almost the whole
world open to them for migration and settlement. If the native people
migrated from Africa and Asia to the colonized countries, it was as
slaves or indentured labourers as from Asia—mainly India and China.
However, at the present time there is a reversal of this trend. The
coloured races are increasing in numbers. The White Europeans are
ageing and decreasing in numbers, with also a decrease in the number
of children per family.

iii. Sustainability of the Earth
The core teaching of Jesus is that God is love, and we are called to
love God and love one another. This includes interpersonal
relationships and equitable community sharing of the earth’s resources
among all humans. There are adequate resources on earth for all
humanity, provided there is a fair sharing of them among all persons.
For this the land of the earth must be equitably shared among all
persons. For land is the source of food, water and housing for all.
Unfortunately, land is not shared equitably among persons and
communities on earth. Some people have occupied much of the arable
land suitable for human habitation, while others are condemned to live
in places less suitable for human habitation, such as deserts, dry lands
and in overcrowded urban slums.
If the present policies of the countries of Europe and the Americas
and Oceania continue for the next 40 years, in 2050 the distribution of
the world’s land among the people will be even more unjust. The
global climate change and the exhaustion of resources needed for the
present life style will make this inequality more poignant, calling for a
better sharing of land and resources among the people of the earth. The
present hegemonic financial and military powers of the USA and the
European Union may resist any attempts at a just redistribution of land
and resources. On the contrary, they may tend to increase their control
over resources as shown by the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. These add
to the global problems and make it more difficult to find peaceful
solutions to the adjustment of population to land. How can the world
order deal with the reality of the huge gap between the rich and the
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poor, and the changes in the relative population of the countries and
peoples of the world?
Christian moral theologians need to deal with these issues, and be
pathfinders to lead fellow-Christians to understand their
responsibilities in the modern world. This has to start at the personal
level, in working for justice in the local areas. From there they can
pass to the national level and finally to the global level. The Christian
Churches have become accomplices in building the present unjust
world system, both by their teaching about sin and salvation and by
participating in the imperial expansion of European powers. The
Churches can and need to be active in undoing the injustice of this
world system. This has to be one of the principal goals of the mission
of Christians and of apostolic religious in the modern world. Over time
the majority of Christians will be in the South: Latin America, Africa
and Asia. Correspondingly, the decision makers in the Churches will
have to include more representatives from the South. They will bring a
greater consciousness of the issues and needs of the South to Christian
reflection and action. The teaching of moral theology and the practice
of spirituality would have to accentuate the sharing of food, water, and
housing facilities with the poorer peoples who will continue to be in
the South.

3. Back to the Rituals
Some indigenous people of the earth are still living close to
nature. Of course, we are now in a different time, due to growing
population. These people celebrate mother earth: all come from earth;
and without the basic access to land, there is no survival. Our
spirituality needs a paradigm shift from being soul-oriented to being
body-soul oriented. Body implies how to deal with food, water,
shelter, and how to deal with waste, etc. All religions have rituals
about food, water, land, earth. If we really start to reinterpret and
relate to justice issues, the divine will in grace and care not forget
about this world. All religions have the golden rule: do towards others
what you would like them to do to you: give each other full life, and
then the divine may smile to us and be happy with this new world
created. The Churches can bring considerable influence to bear in all
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the countries of the world. For this they would have to undergo a
conversion of heart and mind to acknowledge the rights of the poor
people of the world. Some changes are already taking place due to the
arrival of millions of migrants in the rich western counties. They are
becoming regular workers and some are becoming citizens of these
countries. Their children grow up as citizens of these Euro-American
countries, Australia and New Zealand. Thus, gradually nations of
mixed races are being formed, and this trend will grow in the coming
decades of the 21st century.
Eucharist without justice is a sin and blasphemy: Jesus was killed
because of his work for justice against the mighty who oppressed and
marginalized the poor. The Eucharist should lead to a practical
reflection of the teaching of Jesus on sharing the daily food with the
hungry. This is a lesson of the early Christians who remembered the
sharing of bread of Jesus; they shared their property so that there was
no one in need (Acts 2:44–47). This had a social impact as their
numbers increased rapidly. It may be asked whether the deChristianization and secularization of present day societies is due to
the neglect of such sharing of land and food. It is said that there are
millions of persons in the world who do not have enough food daily. In
the treatment of migrants from Africa and Asia, the people of the
affluent colonizer countries can remember their debt to these people
and help by the formulation of policies to receive them kindly and
justly. Christians can think of welcoming such Christian migrants at
the Eucharistic service when they meet such persons weekly. All
migrants of all faiths can be received with a warm welcome, and there
could be a recalling together of the common core values of the four
main religions of our peoples.
________________________

Tissa Balasuriya, OMI, completed his philosophical and theological
studies at the Gregorian University in Rome and obtained both a
Licentiate in Philosophy and a Licentiate in Theology. He has also a
Diploma in Agricultural Economics from Oxford University. He was
appointed the rector of Aquinas University College in Sri Lanka in
1964. He has been the founder and director of the Center for Society
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and Religion in Sri Lanka from its inception. It organizes
interreligious and inter-ethnic dialogue, and programs for youth,
vulnerable women, orphans and the poor. He continues to edit two
journals, Quest which he has edited from 1966 and Logos from 1967.
He is also a founding member of EATWOT (Ecumenical Association of
the Third World Theologians). He has voluminous publications—
newspaper and journal articles and books—on socio-political as well
as theological topics. These include his controversial book Mary and
Human Liberation and, among others, Eucharist and Human
Liberation, Jesus Christ and Human Liberation and Planetary
Theology. He has served as a popular and frequent resource person at
numerous Sri Lankan and foreign fora.

*********************************************************

“Some of the wars and conflicts of the past and present were fought
over land and resources, but many have been over religious
differences. In this past century, a global interfaith movement has been
growing, helping to raise consciousness about the need for tolerance
and understanding between different cultures and religions. This
movement has helped highlight the common goals that most religions
share, such as the Golden Rule, which is at the heart of nearly all
religious traditions. At the same time, many throughout the world are
discovering that 'spirituality'—a deep connection to a greater purpose
for humanity—is an important driving force in their lives, even if they
aren't religious.” Robert Alan

Book Reviews
John D. Brewer, Gareth I. Higgins, and Francis Teeney, Religion, Civil
Society, and Peace in Northern Ireland (Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press, 2011) xix, 249 p.
A new book on the role of the Christian churches in Northern
Ireland's peace process has great relevance to Sri Lanka and to the
Christian Church in Asia more generally. The authors use first-hand
accounts with leading church figures and politicians in Northern
Ireland to chart the behind-the-scenes dialogue that facilitated the road
to peace in Northern Ireland. Their main purpose, however, is to use
this as a case study to develop a theoretical and conceptual framework
to understand the role of religion in peacebuilding that the authors
claim can be applied elsewhere.
At one level, therefore, the book is about a specific conflict and
the role of particular churches and religious actors in helping to
mediate peace. The authors explain in detail the historical context of
the Northern Irish conflict, illuminating the sectarian division of the
country into Catholic and Protestant with the former wishing to have
independence from Britain while the latter steadfastly refuse to
countenance any such move. They show that it was too easy to see this
as a purely religious conflict and yet the political allegiance of the
various parties to the conflict tended to conform to religious identities
and religious practices. It was not a ‘holy war’, for these religious
identities and practices coincided with material differences in access to
wealth and power and with attitudes towards the legitimacy of British
rule in Northern Ireland. This meant that religion was perceived to be
part of the problem in Northern Ireland and the authors discuss the
various opportunities and constraints the churches faced in turning
themselves into becoming part of the solution.
Northern Ireland has four main churches, Catholic, Church of
Ireland (Anglican), Presbyterian and Methodist, and as institutions the
churches were conservative and cautious. They liked to operate behind
____________________________________
Savāda: A Sri Lankan Catholic Journal on Interreligious Dialogue 1 (Nov. 2012).
© 2012 by The Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, Sri Lanka. All rights reserved.
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the scenes, bringing their influence to bear on politicians and members
of militant groups in secret. A great deal of work was done by
individuals and groups outside the control of conservative bishops,
working independently and with little or no official authorisation. The
main majority churches had no official policy on how to deal with the
political violence, and it was left to a very small group of individual
clerics to hold secret back channel talks—so secret that code names
were attached to some of them. This clandestine activity had been
going with little success for many years—but it persevered. So much
so that the authors contend that certain priests should be considered the
midwives of the peace process, and they go on to document a variety
of influences over political leaders and militant groups that helped
shape Northern Ireland’s conflict transformation.
The narrative about Northern Ireland is fascinating and shows
what can be achieved when there is a commitment amongst the
churches and religious actors to get involved in peacebuilding. The
book demonstrates the variety of different kinds of activity religious
actors engaged in to help the peace process, both in work that
transcended community divisions and brought Catholic and Protestant
people together, and to assist political negotiations between politicians
and leaders of militant groups.
There are lessons from the Irish Church for other Christian
churches and people with religious faith who live amidst violence.
And the main contribution of the book is to develop a conceptual
framework for undertaking religious peacebuilding that empowers
ordinary people of faith as well as religious institutions and bodies. It
empowers them by helping people see there are different types of
peace—the authors distinguish between passive and active peace,
negative and positive peace, and social and political peace processes—
and that there are various strategic social spaces in civil society that
religious actors can occupy in order to assist the peace process. Some
of the types of peacemaking are more dangerous to religious actors
than others, carrying more risk, and some of the strategic social spaces
within civil society that churches and religious actors occupy are more
difficult than others for people of faith. The conceptual framework
helps people understand what is feasible and what is not for churches
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that find themselves in majority or minority positions within the wider
culture, and for churches in vulnerable positions in relationship to the
state or those with good relations with governments.
The overriding lesson of the study, however, is that whatever the
opportunities and constraints that operated on churchmen and women
in Northern Ireland, whatever the risk and dangers, there were some
people with faith who did very brave things to help bring out its peace
process, believing the risks were worth it.
Shirley Lal Wijesinghe, Head, Department of Christian Culture,
University of Kelaniya, LK

The cover page depicts the vision and mission of our periodical,
Savāda. Religions are supposed to enlighten the path of
wo/man groping in darkness. World religions as pilgrims in
search of the Absolute Truth are engaged in a perennial dialogue
with each other. It is because of their participation in the
Absolute truth that there are similarities and differences among
them. World religions ought to bind their adherents one to
another rather than divide them, harbouring bitter animosities.
The institutional religions have had their dark spots and ugly
scandals. Deeply aware of them, the religious caravan continues
to traverse the painful labyrinth of time in view of a better future.
We are thankful to the artist and muralist Mr. C. Amitha of
Maggona, LK who designed the cover. (Executive Editor)
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